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Summary 

Brushless motors are used extensively in electric appliances such as video cassette recorders, floppy 
disc drives and also for robots and manipulators. These motors often utilize a single ring or disk 
shaped magnet, that has been magnetized with a multipole pattem of north-south poles, as a rotor and 
an air gap winding as a stator. According to the way of control, the motor can be operated as 
synchronous motor or as a brushless OC motor. Wh en using a battery as a power source, the focus 
is on small packages, low power consumption, high efficiency and low cost, consequently, those 
drives need to have small rotor mass and small volume. In addition, a high starting torque is required, 
especially in hard disk models. 

Eddy current loss is the main part of the iron loss. It is necessary to be predicted for the designer, 
but, there is no complete theory to describe it, especially in the axial field motor. The goal of our 
study is to fill this vacancy. 

The report gives a theoretica) analysis of the eddy current loss and the axial force in a disk type 
permanent magnet motor. The calculation starts with a very simplitïed model which is extended in 
two steps to Model 3 which accounts for the presence of rotor yoke iron and for the limited 
penetration depth of the eddy currents in the stator iron as well. To test the theory, measurement of 
eddy current loss torque and axial field for 12 and 8 pole motor were done. 

A remarkable solution for loss torque measurement is realized by using a torque compensator. Unlike 
the traditional way of torque calibration, it uses not a spring torque or weights in calibration but a 
flux meter. 

A correction for 20 theoretica) calculation is made, i.e. a correction for the so called 'end effects'. 
Further, the measured torque curves are corrected tor the hysteresis torque. After those corrections, 
the agreement between theoretica) calculation and measurement is improved to a satisfying level. 

In addition, the 20 finite element metbod is used to prove some theoretica) calculations. This metbod 
is expected to be useful when an accurate prediction is necessary, but the obtained results contain 
some deviations that need further investigation. The theoretica) equations for predicting axial force, 
eddy current loss torque and field distribution are rather complicated, but simple enough to be easily 
evaluated with a small personal computer. 



1. Introduetion 

DC brushless motors are used extensively in electric appliances such as audio and video cassette 
recorders, floppy disc drives and also tor rohots and manipulators. These motorsoften utilize a single 
ring or disc shaped magnet that has been magnetizc!d with a multipole pattem of north-south poles. 
When using a battery as a power S{Jurcl!, the focus is on small packages, low power consumption, 
high eftïciency and low cost, in addition, a high starting torque may be required. Computer aided 
design (CAD) of the brushless p.m. motor requires the calculation of the eddy current loss. Up to 
now, reliable expressions tor this loss are not available för this kind of small motors. In this report 
we deal with the calculation of eddy current loss in hrushless DC motor of the axial field type. 

A typical axial tïeld brushless DC motor is illustrated in Fig l.I. 

1 ••• shaft 

2 ••• winding 

3 • • • per~~anent 
winding 

4 • • • support for 
electronlc 
~ti on 

5 ••• bearings 

6 ••• back iron 

7 ••• housing 

3 

6 

Fig. 1.1 Contiguration of PM axial tïeiJ motor. 

No ferromagnetic material is placed in the center of the coils in order to avoid the reluctance cogging 
torque that would be detrimental to the use of brushless DC motor in applications such as a capstan 
motor or a scanner motor. This type of coil arrangement is described as an air gap winding, which 
is mounted on back irons that are tïxed ahove and helow a tlat multipole magnet. During normal 
operation, the coils are energized in a synchronous fashion and the tield that they produce exerts a 
torque on the mag net. Alternatively, this torque can he vieweJ as a consequence of the magnet field 
interacting with the coil currents. 

The eddy current toss occurring in the tlux-platc!s, can he considered as caused by the magnet field 
only. Chapter two of this report deals with the derivation of an analytica! expressions tor: (1) The 
field in the air gap; (2) The axial force on the hack iron; and (3) The loss torque caused by eddy 
current. The analysis presented in this chapter, is hased on a two-dimensional model of geometry, 
and, theretore, is an approexmation of the real 3D geometry. 

Chapter three of the report describes an experimental procedure tor determining the loss torque and 
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magnetic air gap induction of 12 pole and 8 pole prototypes. A numerical calculation program (FEM) 
called OPERA 20 is used to test the results described above. 

In the fourth part of this report, several pascal programs are included to elaborate some calculations 
for special cases, which may give useful in formation to the designer of these kinds of motors. 
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2. Theory 

INTRODUCTION 

The motors which are investigated have two kinds of constructions: Double sided air gap winding 
motorand single sided air gap winding motor, see Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2. 

Fig. 2.1 Geometry of motor with douhle 
sided air gap winding. 

Fig. 2.2 Geometry of the motor 
with single sided air gap 
winding. 

The approach taken in modelling the motor is to reduce the three-dimensional field problem to a two
dimensional problem. 
Take the single sided air gap winding motor as an example. The reduction to a two-dimension 
configurations is accomplished by introducing a cylindrical section plane at the mean radius of the 
rotor. Th is cylinder is then imagined to beunrolled into a two-dimensional surface with infinite extent 
into and out of the page as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. 
This two-dimensional geometry can be reduced further by exploiting the symmetry that results from 
the repeating magnetic structure. Specifically, the field is symmetrie about the vertical centre lines 
of each pole. A reduced geometry that retlects this symmetry is shown in Fig. 2.4. Cartesian 
reference frame is used for the analysis below. 
Instead of the moving magnet, for the real case in our research, we would like to fix the magnet 
stationary, and to let the lower flux plate move with speed v (mis) from left to right. Th is assumption 
will have no influence on the study. 



Jy 

Fig. 2.3 2D approximation of motor geometry. Fig. 2.4 

4 

Reduced 2D geometry with 
reference frame. 

Motor with double sided air gap winding (Fig. 2.1.) can be also studied by using the model shown 
in Fig. 2.4. Details will be given in Section 2.3. 

2.1 Theoretica} derivation for Model 1 

2.1.1 Introduetion to Model1 

For simplifying the first derivation, we build up the theory from a very simple model, see Fig. 2.5. 
We call it MODEL 1. Compare with the model shown in Fig. 2.4, the magnet back iron is removed 
in this case, thus the number of field regions is reduced; secondly, we replace the moving iron plate 
with infinitive thin copper plate at y=O, in which the skin effect is neglected. Then the peneteation 
depth is much larger than the plate thickness, so that the eddy current distribution does not change 
on -y in this plate. 

y 

't' 

... --... --.... --. ·-- ... ...... -- .. --.--.k .... -- .. ~ 
t o I o 
I I I o 

: ~ ~ A ~ _ I _ ~ 
' r I~ • ~ • . . . . ® .. . . . 

~ - . -.. .. . .. --. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ......... .. .. · .... .. .. ..... ......... .. . 

g 0 
h~~~~~~~~~~~~~--7> 

x 

Fig. 2.5 Model l. 
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In this figure, "T" is the pole-pitch along the "straightened" are. "hm" is the height of the pm; "g" 
is the length of air gap; "h" is the height of the moving iron. 

If "rl" and "r2" represent the inner and outer radii of the magnet respectively, and "p" is the pole
pair number, then, 

Tt(rl +r2) 
't----...:.----=- (2.1) 

p 

2.1.2 Field due to the eddy current 

The analysis starts with Model 1, with regard to the magnetic tïeld of the eddy current sheet only. 
Then in the current free regions (reg. 1 and reg. 2 in Fig. 2.5), it holds that: 

(2.2) 

Further it always holds that: 

(2.3) 

Where H is the magnetic field strength and B is the magnetic tlux density. And they have arelation 
of B=JLrJI in the air. Instead of solvingBand H directly, an alternative approach is making use of 
a scalar potential q, detïned by: 

(2.4) 

This expression is based on eq.(2.2). Now the tïeld problem is reduced to asecond-order dit'ferential 
equation: 

(2.5) 

which is the Laplace equation. 

For two-dimensional problems, the general form of expression (2.5) is: 

(2.6) 

lf we suppose 4> to have the form: tj>(x,y) = A(x)·B(y), then substitution of this form into eq.(2.6) 
yields: 

Now we can state: 

_1_.d2A(x) +-1_.d2B(y) =O 
A(x) tfx2 B(y) dy2 

_1_. d 2 A(x) ·= -k2 

A(x) dx2 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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(2.9) 

From eq.(2.8) and (2.9), we get the solutions: 

A(x)=(a· cos kx+b· sin la) (2.10) 

(2.11) 

So the general salution of eq.(2.6) is: 

<l>=(a-coskx+b'Sinkx) · (c·e-ky+d·e~ (2.12) 

Since <P has the same periodicity as BP, and if we only take account of the tirst harmonie, then it must 
hold that: k=1rh. Thus the general solutions of (2.6) in reg. I and reg. 2 (Fig. 2.5) are: 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

respectivel y. The coefficients in these expression are determined by imposing the appropriate 
boundary conditions. 

2.1.3 Boundary conditions 

The two regions under consideration are collectively bounded by line y-+± oo and by the line y=O. 
And the field we concern here is caused by eddy current only . . 

(1). From the physical condition y-+± oo, it always holds that B-+0 in both reg. I and reg.2. We 
have d1=0, c2=0 in eq.(2.13) and (2.14). So (2.13) and (2.14) can be simplified as follows: 

(y>O) (2.15) 

(y<O) (2.16) 

(2). The normal componentsof the fields are equal: (at y=O, h-+0) 
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(2.17) 

(3). The difference in the tangential component of the tield between reg. I and reg.2 at Iine y=O 
is caused by eddy current induced in the moving thin conductor: 

(2.18) 

where Sis the Iine current density. If wedefine current into the paper (-z direction) as S> 0, (see Fig. 
2.6a), then S will have the general form: 

S=-S· cos(~x-<p) 
't 

(2.19) 

Here S is the peak value of S, it always holds that S> 0. <P is the phase shift of eddy current. Since 
it always shifts in the samedirection of v, in eq.(2.19) <P>Ofor v>O. 

We check the physical case of~. <P-D. see Fig. 2.6b. When the conductor moves at very low 
speed, the induced eddy current should go out of the paper, that is why the '-' sign should be added 
in eq. (2.19). 

a 

b 

s 

/i\ 
y 

)!' ~ 

0 

s<O 

J>O 

x 

Hplx 
------;;. 

t ~ 

V 

Fig. 2.6 Eddy current distribution. 

) 

We now calculate the field due to the current distribution (2.19). 

H <34>1 1t J • 1t b 1t ) -~y u=--=- ,a1-sm-x- -cos-x· e 
~ 't 't 't 

-----7 x 

(2.20) 



H &P1 1t J 1t b . 1t ) -~y =--=-\a -cos-x+ -sm-x · e 
1y cy't 1 't 1 't 

H &P2 1t J • 1t b 1t ) 71 
=--=-\a -sm-x- -cos-x · e 

2t ax't2 't 2 't 

H &P2 1t J 1t b . 1t ) ~y =--=--\a -cos-x+ -sm-x · e 
2y ay 't2 't 2 't 

According to the boundary conditions given in (2.17), we tind: 

and from (2 . 18), we have: 

and 

't • 
b -b =- ·S-cos.f.. 

I 21t '+' 

Solving eqs .(2 .24) - (2 .26), we get: 

't • . 
a =--S-smrn 1 2Tt ,.., 

't • . 
a =-S-smrn 2 2Tt ,.., 

't • 
b =-S"COSq> 

I 2Tt 

't • . 
b =--S-cosq> 2 2Tt 
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(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 



Substitution of (2.27) and (2.28) into (2.20) - (2.23) yields (for the field at y=O): 

~ • 1t 0 
Bil

1
=Bi2y=Bi· sm(-x-cp) (reg.l .{) reg.2) 

t 

~ lt 
Bilx=-Bi· cos(~x-cp) (reg.l) 

B. =ÊJ.· cos(~x-cp) (reg.2) 
12x I t 
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(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

where B; = ~J.J/2. Note: here we have the fields in reg. I and reg.2 due to the eddy current sheet S 
only. 

We now place the magnet in region l, at the position shown in Fig. 2.5, and suppose that: 
(a). The magnet has no soft magnetic properties (p.rp = 1 ); 
(b). The fundamental component of BY of the permanent-magnet tield BP at y=O is given by 

BPY= Bpo·cos(1rxlr). The value of Bpo wil! be calculated later on (Section 2.1.4, B) 

Now we have to tind the relation between S and the permanent-magnet tield BP. 

Because of the movement of the plate, the electrical field in the conductor wil! be: 

E.=YxB+E0 
(2.32) 

where E0 will be zero, because of the assumed intinite length in the z-direction (no end effects). 

Consequent! y, 

(2.33) 

Here J is the eddy current density in the moving copper, a is the conductivity of the plate. AsE and 
J have only az-component, (2.32) and (2.33) can be combined and be written as: 

J 
V·B = 2 

yO a 
(2.34) 

B,0 is the normal component of the total field at line y=O. So the following equation is obvious: 

~ lt ~0 ~ lt 
B.JI= B +B. = Bp0· cos(-x)+-· S· sin(-x-cp) 

J- PYIY t 2 t 
(2.35) 

The relation between current density J and line current density S can be given in the following 
equation if h is very small with respect to r: 

-s 
1=

t h 
(2.36) 

The meaning of the "-" sign hereis the same as we described inSection 2.1.3 (see Fig 2.6b). 
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Putting (2.36) into eq. (2.34), substituting (2.34) into (2.35), we will get: 

1-Lo ~ 2 1t . 1t ~ 1t -s· [ ---· cos(-x-<p)+sm(-x-<p) ]=-Bpo-cos-x (2.37) 
2 j.L0avh 't' 't' t 

From this equation, we immediately have: 

• 1-Lo 2 2 1t ~ 1t S·-
2 

· 1+( ) • cos(-x-<p+<j>)=Bpa· cos(-x) 

here 4; = -arctan(JL0vhu/2). 

Thus: 

j.L0aVh t 't' 

j.L0vha 
<p =arct.an--

2 

2.1.4 Field due to the multipole ntagnet 

A. Magnetization M of the magnet 

The distribution of the magnetization for the magnet is detined by Fig. 2. 7. 

0 
0 0 0 0 
0 

t ~ 
0 

t -J" 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

Fig. 2.7 Magnetization of the magnet stripe. 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 



The Fourier development of Fig. 2. 7 has the following farm: 

where 

Hence: 

where 

r mt M=L-M 'COS-X 
11 't 

1 ~~ n1t M
11
=-· M· cos-x·dx 

't -~ 't 

4Mo n1t 
M =-·sin-· ftw) (n=l,3,5, ... ) 

11 n1t 2 

. n1tw 
sm--

't Jtw)=---
n1tw 

't 
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(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

Note, when w=O, f(w) = 1. Th is means that the magnetization then takes a square wave farm. The 
magnetization only has y component and is a function of x, M(x)=My(x) ·1. 
Finally, we get the magnetization M: 

4M0 1 . n1t n1tx 
M=-·E-· sm-:ftw)'Cos- (n=l,3,5, ... ) 

1t n 2 't 

Specially, for the fundamental component of the square wave, we have: 

4M0 1t 
M =-·cos- x 

1 1t 't 

B. Deterntination of the ntagnet field Bp0 

y 

1' 
0 
--·-------·---·-·--~~----·-------·-·---·-·-·-------·-·-·-·-

Fig. 2.8 Model for determining the magnet field Bpo. 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

> 
x 



As in reg.2 (the magnet) it holds that: 

v·H=-v·M=O (2.47) 

12 

Thus in reg.l and reg. 2, the Laplace equation holds . So the following solutions are obtained: 

" 1t -y 
cl> =a -cos-x · e ~ (air) 

1 1 't 
(2.48) 

(2.49) 

Take the boundaries on the lines y=g and y=g+hm/2. 
(1). The normal componentsofBat line y=g will be equal: 

(y=g) (2.50) 

(2). And because of symmetry, the tangential component of H~ at line of y=g+hm/2 will vanish: 

h". 
(y=2+g) 

(3) . Further, the tangential componentsof H at Iine y=g should be continuous: 

(y=g) 

We now calculate the field due to the permanent magnet: 

~ " V'f' -y 
H =--1 =a .~. sin~x · e' 

1.1 ax 1 't 't 

act>l 1t 1t 7y 
H =--=-a ·-·cos-x · e 

ly ay l't 't 

~ . . 
V'f'2 1t 1t --y -y 

H =--=a ·-·cos-x · (e ' -d.z-e T ) 
2y ay 2't 't 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 



Further we generally have: 

(air) 

and 

(mag net) 

Note: M1 is the fundamental component of M ( see eq.(2.46) ). 
Using the boundary condition (2.50), we get: 

-2w w 
-g 't --g 

-a =n · a Je " -d)+-M ·e " 1 rrp 2 \ 2 1t 1 

and using the boundary condition (2.51 ), we get: 

and using the boundary condition (2.52), we get: 

Using (2.59) and (2.61), we find: 

lt 
't --g 

--M · e " 
1t 1 

a2 _________ 2_1t ________ __ 

--g 

(l+J.l,)·e ~ + d2 • (l-Il,) 

Substitute (2.60) and (2.62) into (2.61) yields: 

So, finally for the fundamental component of magnetic induction 1 we get: 

13 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

1
• The tot al magnet ie induction ( include the harmonie 1 1 3 1 5 1 ••• ) will be: 
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• 1t 
B =-ll ·a·-

po 0 1 t 
(2.64) 

Now we can write the total field in region l (at y=O): 

• • 1t llo • 1t B =-B • sm-x+(-)·S· cos(-x-<1>) 
zO po t 2 t 

(2.65) 

• 1t llo • . 1t B.,.o=B • cos-x+(-)·S· sm(-x-<1>) 
po t 2 t 

(2.66) 

2.1.5 Calculation of the axial force and the loss torque 

To derive the expression for axial force and toss torque, we consider the model shown in Fig 2.9. 

IE 
:h ,., 

I I 

I tl -} t -} 

t .a 

~ ~ .. 
Fig. 2.9 Model tor torce analysis. 

The current-carrying body in this case is the eddy current carrying copper plate. If we take a closed 
surface contour around the current sheet, see Fig. 2.9, then according to the maxwell stress, we can 
write the expression of axial force per pole pair as a surface integral over a box with negligible 
height: 

(2.67) 

Then we can write: 

(2.68) 

If we take n1 as '+ ' direction, then from: 
n =-n 2 I 

(2.69) 



it follows that: 

where: 

(B1/-B1/) - (B2/-B2x 2) 
= B2x2-B1} = (B2x-B1J(B2x +B1J 
= -p.oS(B2x + BIJ 
=-p.oS[(Bipz+BI;) + (B2pz+B2;)] 
=-p.oS(Blpz +Bq,) 
=-2p.oSBpz 

Substitute into (2.70), one has: 

(H11,-HZx=S, B=p.JI) 
(Bax=-Bu) 

(Blpx=Bq,) 

F =-1· B ·S·dx J,2T 

y 0 p:r. 

15 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

This is the normal component of the Lorentz force on the current sheet S due to the field of the 
permanent magnet. 

The expression of tangential force per pole pair is: 

For the same reason as stated before, it can be simplitïed to: 

where: 

Bifii, - B~2J 
= B1,(B1x-B~ 
= BI, • P.oS 

Substitute into (2. 73), one has, 

F =I· B ·S·dx J,2't 

x 0 ly 

(2.72) 

(2. 73) 

(2.74) 

This is the tangential Lorentz force component on the current sheet S due to the field of the 
permanent magnet. 
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Since it is known that: Bpx = -Bpo sin 1rXh, B1Y = B_.o = B1PY+Bu:v = Bpo cos(Trxh)+(J-L,/2) ~sin (1rxh 
- 1p), and S = -~ cos(1rxh- 'P), we obtain, by using (2.39) and (2.40), the final expression for Fy and 
Fx: 

-2z.r-1P F- pO., ___ l __ 

y ~0 [1 +(-2-)2] 
~0avh 

~2 
-2lt·B 1 

F = pO··-------
x 11 11 ovh 2 

r-o [(-.-o-) +(--)] 
2 ~0ovh 

thus the toss torque per pole pair is: 

T =(1 +r2)·F 
los.t 2 x 

2.2 Derivation results for Model 2 and Model 3 

Model2: 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

According to exactly the same idea, we get the expression of FY, Fx and T Joss tor Model 2 (Motor with 
magnet back iron, details are given in Appendix 2): 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

where: 

(2.80) 

(2.81) 
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Note: 

H-<J = d1=-1,· 
H-+oo = d1=0; (Model 2 = Model 1.) 

The fundamental component of magnetic induction is: 

!!.g -!!.h., 
~ tt tt (1-dth.LoAft . e 1: {1-e 1: ) tt 

B =-IJ. ·a ·-·cos-x= ·cos-x 
po 0 1 't 't -!!.h !!.h 't 

IJ. {1 +e 1: •)+(1-e 1: "') 
rp 

(2.82) 

and the total field in region 1 at y=O is : 

• tt llo • tt Bya=Bpo -cos-x+(-)'(1-d1)·S-sin( -x-$) 
't 2 't 

(2.83) 

• tt llo • tt B =B -sin-x+(-){1-d )·S-cos(-x-ct>) 
xOpo 't 2 1 t 

(2.84) 

Model 3: 

In order to approach our real prototype better, we improve Model 2 to Model 3, see below, Fig. 
2.10. 

Fig. 2.10 Model3. 

The moving plate in this case is developed into intinite also in -y direction, and the permeability of 
iron and the penetration depth of the field are taken into account. The detailed derivation is presented 
in Appendix 3. The final results are: 



Here we have the parameters: 

R= _a_~o:.._~-'-r •_v 
1t 

a =Re(./! +jR) 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

(2.91) 

From which, the following redundant relations are given: 

az= 1+~ (2.92) 
2 

p2- -1 +.;t;R2 (2.93) 
2 

The machine parameter is: 

211 H (2.95) 
k1=e " 
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2n _, 
Jc"=e ~ 

~ t _, 
m =-·M ·e ~ 

1 1t 1 

(2.96) 

(2.97) 

The following substitutions are useful to get shorter formulas: 

,_21 =Ie" ~kl (2.98) 

which once more are substituted into: 

n0=1l, '(1 +{)+!!,Ie" '(1-{) (2.1 00) 

n
1 
= -(1 +{)+Ie" '(1-{) (2.1 01) 
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The following TABLE 2.1 shows the values of ll0, n1 as a function of the air gap length ( The 
thickness of magnet hm remains constant, and H=hm + g). 

TABLE 2.1 
12 pole. 

g= 1.0 g= 1.1 g= 1.2 

I1o 2.9E+4 3.5E+4 4.3E+4 

n, 15 18 22 

B p ole. 

g= 1.0 g= 1.1 g= 1.3 

I1o 1.6E+4 1.9E+4 2.1E+4 

n, 8.9 10 11 

Also TABLE 2.1 shows a fact that n0 > > n1• In eqs.(2.89), (2.92) and (2.93) if we take p.,=2000, 
u=l.85*1E+6, and r=3.272*JE-3 (m), we get (12 pole): R 02J=4.84*v ( and for 8 pole R 
rBJ = 7. 26*v). At practical speed reg ion, v=O- 6 (mis), which implies a, .P < 4 . These facts result in 
a simplification for eq.(2.87) - eq.(2.88). They are: 
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2 
F =---4l_•_ll.:....o ll-'-,JJ_1 /s.....:;__P 

l: 2 
(2.101) 

no 

2 2 
F = 2h!J.01J.,M1Js . (l- cx2+p2) 

y 2 2 
(2.102) 

no !l, 

(2.103) 

-21t lloll,m/• 1t • 1t 
B = · [-P· cos-x+a· sm-x] 

..:o n t t 
0 

(2.104) 

These simplified equations are more attractive tor the designer. 

For checking the accuracy, we give the computed curve of Fx vs. v according to eq.(2 .85). 

-0.005 

-0. 02 

-0.025 
0 !:1 10 

v (m/.,) 

-0. 1 .-----.-----.-----.----. 

-0.15 

g -0.2 
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L... -0.2.5 

-0.~ 

-0 .~~ 
0 

. . . ........... ··· ;·············· ·····r··········------ --~-- -- - ·· · ·-- - · ··· 

I ;::~r: 
!:100 1000 1~00 2000 

v (m/e) 

Fig. 2.11 Checking of Fx vs. v both in small speed region and large speed region. 

For the reason of cl = [l+V(l+R2)]/2, jJ2= [-l+V(l+R~) ]12, when R>5, we will have an 
approximation equation: a.=jJ -::::V (R/2). 

we know that Rocv, so the value of Fz ( see eq.(lOl)) at 4v should be the double value of Fz atv 
at high speed region. From the curve shown in Fig. 2.11, we tind that the eq.(2.101) fits the curve 
perfectly, and in low speed region, the value of Fz at 4v is slightly less than the double value of Fz 
atv. This fact te11s us that eq.(2.101) and eq.(2.85) have very good agreement at higher speeds, and 
the accuracy reduce when the speed reduced, and when v< I, the agreement is almost gone. 
(Note: Rr12J = 4.84*v, RrsJ = 7.26*v). 
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2.3 Real motor of our research 

The real motor in Philips Nat. Lab. is a kind of double sided air gap winding motor. We can see the 
contiguration in Fig. 2.1. Because of the symmetry of up and down of the motor, we can take half 
of the motor for our study. lt can be done by introducing a magnet back iron with infinitive 
permeability against magnet having the half thickness. See the following sketch. Then, according to 
the "mirror effect" , the air gap field will be the same as before. 

llr - oo 

Model4 

Fig. 2.12 The double sided air gap winding model can be split into two of Model 4. 

This half model can be called MODEL 4, which is a useful model tor the real machine. 
But at this moment, my analytical calculations only deal with Model 3. Then, the calculation error 
due to the infinitive thickness of the moving iron can not be avoided in this model. But Model 4 will 
give an improvement. As it will be shown in Chapter 3, the theoretical calculation for Model 3 
agrees with measured results insome extent, so for roughly prediction of the eddy current toss torque, 
the axial force and air gap field, Model 3 is already very useful. But note that the eddy current loss 
and the axial force should be doubled for the complete model! 
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3. Measurement 

INTRODUCTION 
To test our theory. measurement of eddy current loss torque. axial force and air gap field for 12 pole 
and 8 pole prototype have been done in our lab. At loss torque measurement, we employ the 
Helmholtz coil system which is quite remarkable. Unlike traditional torque measurement methods it 
does not use a standard torque for calibration. but it uses a tlux meter. The accuracy is expected to 
be improved. 
The hysteresis torque was noticed in our torque measurement. The hysteresis torque is independent 
of the speed, and can be split from the total iron toss torque. Th is correction yields the eddy current 
loss torque. The axial force measurement is unfortunately not completed, because the force variation 
is too small to be measured. According to our theoretical prediction, it is only about 0.014 (N) in the 
whole testing speed region, and the force transducer is not able to react to this small variation. We 
therefore can only present the axial force at standstill case. Axial tïeld measurement in the air gap has 
been done with Hall generator. which gives further testing of our theory. 
Finally. the comparison of theory with measurement and with OPERA 20 results are made. 
Remarkable correction for the theoretical calculation is introduced. and then a better agreement is 
obtained. 

3.1 Measurentent of eddy current Ioss torque 

Measuring equipment and principle 
---------------
The construction of the eddy current loss torque measuring equipment appears in Fig. 3.1. 

2 

Fig. 3.1 Eddy current loss torque measurement apparatus. 



1. Axial force transducer; 
2. Wire spring bolder; 
3. Wire spring; 
4. Frame; 
5. Permanent magnet 

cylinder; 
6. Compensator; 
6a.Compensator (Helmholtz) coils; 
7. Mirror; 

8. Damper; 
9. Back iron; 
10 . .Multipolar magnet; 
11. Moving iron; 
12. Driving motor; 
13. Stand of the 

equipment; 
14. Base plate. 
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As indicated, we employ a torque compensator in our apparatus, mark No.6 in the figure. Unlike the 
traditional way of torque measurement calibration, our compensator can be calibrated by using a flux 
meter' instead of using a standard torque. 

1. Compensator calibration 
Let the magnet cylinder turn from 0 to 180° between the compensator coils, then thc flux linknge through the coils will be 
changed from -maximal to +maxima!, see the following figure. So one obtains: 

6 

\fr is the maximal flux linkage. Thus thc induced voltage is: 

a"' . aa e=--=-\fr'Sma · -
dt dt 

In fact, the flux meter is an integrator, so we can integrale the above induccd voltage: 

The maximal flux linkage can be read from the flux meter indicator, and it is 2.5 • w-: (wb). 
The torque exerted on the magnet cylinder is : 

T =i·d\jl =i:<! •. sine 
e da 'f 

If the applied current is i= I mA, the maximal torque in above expression will happen when 8=-,;12. lt is: 

Therefore, the compensator torque, when the applied current is i,l'l'· (mA) and 8 = -,;/2, will be: 

T =i ·T =i • 2.5·10-2(mN·m) c app. e app. 
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The experimental machine in this experiment is simplitied as three rings: the multipolar permanent 
magnet ring with its back iron ring and the coil back iron ring (moving iron ring) without the copper 
coil on it (Since the field of coils causes only little change in the magnetic field, for the eddy current 
study, it can be neglected). They are mounted on the bottorn ofthe frame and the driving motorshaft 
respectively, as illustrated in the Fig.3.1 from mark No. 9 to 12. 

The Ioss torque measurement method can be described in this way: running the driving motor to a 
certain speed, (say 500 rpm, for example), the iron ring is then turning in the axial field of the 
multipole magnet, and immediately there will be eddy current loss and hysteresis loss in the moving 
iron ring, causing iron loss torque. Therefore a torque will be exerted on the multipole magnet ring. 
As a result, the frame shifts a very small angle in the direction of the rotating motor. Such a small 
angle can be observed by a reflecting light beam indicated on a scale which is placed horizontal fixed 
to the base plate. The mirror projects a lamp filament image on a horizontal scale. 

Now, we need to use our torque compensator. The torque compensator in this equipment is designed 
for the purpose: it can generate an equal but opposite torque exerted on the frame through the magnet 
cylinder, (mark No.5 in Fig. 3.1) and it draws back the frame to its original position. The principle 
of it is quite simple: we apply a certain amount of current to the compensator coil, then according 
to the Lorentz force, there will be a torque exerted on the magnet cylinder. If the applied current is 
adjusted just making the frame turn back precisely to its original position, then it can be said that the 
compensator torque is equal to the loss torque. Then, this current value can be noted down for the 
loss torque calculation. Due to the calibration, the loss torque can be calculated with the following 
expression: 

T. =-T =-i · 2 5·10-2(mN·m) = T +T. lo.ss t: app. • ed hyst 

The calculation of eddy current loss torque is already given in Chapter 2 (Model 3). It is: 

Here, a, ft, 110, 111, are given in Chapter 2, pag. IS. Note that Model 3 has an intinite iron plate. 

3.2 Axial field nteasurentent 

To further test the theory, measurement of axial field versus angle was made both for 12 pole and 
8 pole NdFeB magnet The field values were measured at three different gap settings of 1.0, 1.1 and 
1.2mm, respectively. The measurements were made using a Hall probe located as near as possible 
to the moving iron and directly below the centre of a pole. Data was taken as the magnet rotated from 
the centra of one pole to : (1). ltself after turning 360° mechanica) degree (2p*360° electrical 
degree); and (2). That of the neighbouring pole (18()0 electrical degree). In addition, (3). The field 
versus speed was tested. 

The calculation of the magnetic field in the gap begins by assuming that a cylindrical cut is made at 
the mean radius of the magnet. The cut is unrolled into two dimensions and is extended to infinity 
in both directions. The fundamental component of the magnetic tlux density in the gap is calculated. 

Namely at speed zero, we have a=l, .P=O. Using eq.(2.87) and TABLE 2.1, we have: 
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This equation gives the axial air gap field near the upper surface of the moving iron (y=O}. 
Comparison can be seen in the next section. 

3.3 Measurement results and discussion 

A. Eddy current loss torque measurement results 

• Presentation of results 
Eddy current loss torque measurement has been done with an experimental machine. This section 
presents the eddy current toss torque curves of I2 pole and 8 pole prototypes. 

Fig 3.3 shows the measured I2 pole and 8 pole prototype iron loss torque as a function of rotational 
speed at different air gaps (g=1.0mm, g=1.1mm, g=1.2mm.). The experiments were stopped at 
9000rpm, because of the speed limitation of the driving motor. It was found that each line had been 
separated into two parts due to the different slope. When the speed is less then 500rpm, the slopeis 
bigger, but when speed is higher than 500rpm, the line goes with a smaller slope, and the opposite 
extension line of this part is not passing the 0 point. This fact, we think, indicates the existence of 
the hysteresis torque. 

Fig. 3.3 

2000 4000 eooo eooo 
n (rp,.,.,) 

0 ~- : 

-1~ 
0 2ooo 40oo sooo eooo 

n ('P'"") 

Measurement of iron loss torque for I2 pole and 8 pole prototype. (' + ', g = I.I mm, 
' ' -I I '*' -I 2 ) x , g- . mm, , g- . mm 

Fig 3.4 shows the comparison ofthe total iron loss torque with the computed eddy current toss torque 
based on the theoretical Model 3 when g = 1.1 mm. From these figures, we find that there is some 
agreement between calculation and measurement. For example, at rotation speed n =4500rpm, the 
ratio of calculation and measurement is about 1.75 at 12 pole motorand 2.84 at 8 pole motor. The 
better agreement is obtained in the I2 pole prototype due to the fact that the motor in this case is 
more 'two dimensional'. The reason why the computed results are larger than the measured results 
can be characterized as follows: (a). In the theoretical model, the length of eddy current in -z 
direction is infinitive long, see Fig. 3.5(a,b), but in the real motor, the difference of the outer and 
inner radii is Iimited to I mm, Therefore, if we take I mm as the effective eddy current length without 
taking into account the 'end effect' for our theoretical eddy current loss torque calculation, then we 
must be a ware of the fact that at real case, the effective eddy current length in the prototype is smaller 
than I mm, because of the circling of the eddy current and the 'end effect'; (b). The penetration depth 
is very large when the speed is low. Because of the infinitive thickness of moving iron in Model 3, 
it holds more eddy current than the real motor. This could be also a reason why the calculation value 
is bigger than the measured value. In my opinion, lf Model 4 (with limited thickness of moving iron) 
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Fig. 3.4 Comparison of the calculated eddy current loss torque with the measured iron 
loss torque. 
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is introduced, this influence will vanish . (c). The permeability of the magnet back iron is supposed 
to be infinitive high, so that too strong tield will be in the theoretica! Model 3. 

H 
·· r····················::::: :~:::::: ····· ·o· ···· ·· ·· · ··· 

1 1 2 -~e 
--·· ------- ------ --------- ------ -:,. ···::··------ ------ --------------

a b c 

Fig. 3.5 lndication of the effective eddy current length. 

• Correction for theoretica( calculation of eddy current loss torque 
The extra contribution to the loss torque as we described in (a) can be corrected. Like we said that 
the effective eddy current length I mm is fully used for the loss torque and axial force calculation in 
the theoretical model. But in the practical case, because of the cycling of eddy current and the 'edge 
effect', only part of the length is really 'effective length'(Fig. 3.5b). 
For the purpose of representing this intluence, we here would like to introduce a methad to correct 
it. 
Let's see Fig. 3.5(a,c). lnstead of thinking of the eddy current going through the parallel path 1 and 
2 and turning at infinite far, we suppose it takes a square loop(Fig.3.5c) . The added length of this 
loop is 2T. lt can be treated as increasing the specitic resistance of the whole loop. This can be 
described as follows: 

For a: 

For c: 

R- 2/ a-PA 

R- 2(/+T) 
~-P-A-

where A is the area of current through the section. Obviously: 



Ra= 
R, 

We can define a factor -y: 

thus, 

21 p·-
A 

21 t p·--(1+-) 
A 1 

I 
-y=

l+T 

p Pa --
p"(t+..!.) P, 

l 

The general expression for loss torque and the normal force can be written in this way: 

Because: 

Then we get: 

r,<a) 
loss 

r,<<l 
loss 

F =Bil=B ·El 
Y R 

E2 

w Ra =Re= P,. =-

1 • E 2 Ra Pa 'Y 
w R,. 

'J"(<) or/al / -ria) 
l.ws='Y • lic,;..=- • lws 

l+r 

F<c> =-y • F<a> =_I_ • F<a> 
Y Y l+r Y 
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In fact, the part of the contour effective in generating the e.m.fis smaller than what we supposed 
(Fig. 3.7b, 1,<[), so these formulas will perhaps give too large T~au and FY values. 
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• Correction for the measurement of eddy current loss torque 
For the purpose of correcting the measured total iron loss torque, we need first to determine how 
large the hysteresis torque is. See Fig. 3.6a. If we consider a small volume dv of the iron under one 
magnet inter pole, the x-component of field inside the iron will take the same direction as the magnet 
field (the following B and H represent only the x-component of B and H) lmagine that the iron moves 
with very low speed, the cubic dv will go to the place under the neighbour inter pole at a certain 
moment. There, the field direction is reversed. If the iron keeps moving, the small piece of iron will 
experience + B and -B changing inside of it all the time. According to the hysteresis property of the 
iron, the relation of B and H will form the curve as shown in Fig. 3.6b. lt is called 'a hysteresis 
loop'. The hysteresis loss in this small cubic dv can be expressed in this waf: 

dP ~oss =A j-dv 

here, A=fHdB 

which is, in fact, the area of the hysteresis loop, and fis the frequency of B. 

dv 

B 

Fig. 3.6 Hysteresis loop. 

For one pole pair, the loss will be: 

where V is the volume of iron with one pole pair. 

2 In practice there will be also a rotation hysteresis, for the field in the iron also has 8
1
-component. 



Generally J=v/2r, so the above equation can be written as: 

V P =A·-·V 
lD.u 2"t' 
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In order to get better understanding of the hysteresis loss, we go a bit further here. The hysteresis 
loop area A can be described as a function of the peak value of B, which means that different B 
(B< 1.61) will cause different hysteresis loop. Due to the experience, A oe Er, and a=1.6- 2.4 
if the iron is oot saturated. Normally, we take a=2. Thus: 

V 2 V P =A·-·V = B ·-·V 
1o.ss 2"t' 2"t' 

Using the general relatioo of tangential force and power loss: 

we obtain: 

Here we find that the hysteresis force is independent of speed. And so is the hysteresis torque. See 
the indication in Fig. 3. 7. 

Tloss 6letd """" 444-

Fig. 3.7 lndication of the relation of the three Jasses. 

For the experimental research, we restriet ourselves to the starting transient. For the reason that we 
are oot sure where the starting point induction B is, it was decided to do the torque measurement first 
in ooe direction, and then, in the reverse direction. The mean value of the two loss is taken as the 
absolute hysteresis torque. It was found (presented in T ABLE 3.1) that the hysteresis torques are 
0.005 mN.m and 0.0165 mN.m for 12 pole and 8 pole prototype respectively, when the air gap is 
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l.Jmm. As the hysteresis torque is independent of the speed, the eddy current loss torque can be split 
from the total loss torque. See Fig. 3. 7. 

TABLE 3.1 

H ysteresis torque measurement. (g = 1.1 mm) 

Direction( +) Direction(-) Mean 
(mN.m) (mN .m) (mN .m) 

12 pole 0 .009 -0.001 0.005 

8 pole 0.016 -0.017 0.0165 

After the above two corrections both tor theoretica! calculation and measurement, we give again the 
comparison of measured and calculated eddy current loss torque versus rotation speed again 
(Fig.3.8). Compare to Fig. 3.4, a better agreement is obtained obviously. For instance, at speed 4500 
(rpm) , the error between theoretica! value and measured value is 3%, but betore the correction it 
was 91% (12 pole)!. 

Fig. 3.8 
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After the two corrections, the comparison of calculated eddy current loss torque 
with the measured eddy current loss torque. 

Fig. 3.9 shows the calculated axial force as a function of rotation speed for both 12 pole and 8 pole 
mode1s. From this result, we find that the change of the axial torce is very small in the speed region 
from 0 to 8000 rpm, and unfortunately we cannot measure it in our lab. because the present force 
transducer does not react at such small changes (about 0.014 N in 12 pole case). However for the 
designer, such a small change of the axial torce is not important. The measurement shows: at speed 
zero, axial force in 12 pole prototype is 3.5 (N), and in 8 pole is 5 .635(N). 
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Fig. 3.9. Axial force calculation for 12 pole and 8 pole model. 
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B. Axial field measurement results 

The typical plots of the experimental data for axial tield in 12 pole and 8 pole prototype are shown 
in Fig 3.10. Such measurement is required to obtain a whole impression of the magnetization. From 
these plots, we recognize that the magnet has been not equally magnetized perfectly for each pole, 
but the peak value of the axial field has a good agreement with the theoretica! calculation (0.48 T for 
12 pole and 0.63 for 8 pole model, at sameair gap length g=l.lmm). 

Fig. 3.10 Typical data taken from a Hall probe located at the centre of the magnet po1e 
and very near by the iron. 

In Fig 3.11, the computed and measured data are compared. One should notice that the measured plot 
is relatively low. The first reason is, like we stated before, that the permeability of the back iron in 
the theoretica! model is supposed to be intinitive. But in the experimental machine, it is not! The 
second reason is that the dimensions of the Hall probe is 3.10x2.20x0.65mm3 which is not small 
enough to measure the axial field at position x=O, y=O. This can also be explained that the 
measurement results in the 8 pole prototype has better agreement with theoretica! results than those 
of the 12 pole prototype, because the effective area is relatively small with respect to the po1e area 
in the 8 pole prototype. The third reason could be that the effective area inside the Hall probe always 
has a small distance ~:.y below the upper surface, so actually, it measures the field at y= ~:.y instead 
of at y=O. 
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Fig. 3.11 Comparison of computed results(' -') and measured results (' + '). 

Lastly, three sets of data (axial field versus angle) are measured for the gap length of 1.0, 1.1, 
1.2mm, respectively, and the resulting curves are shown in Fig. 3.12. These data give an indication 
of the variation of axial field due to air gap length. From these plots, we find that they are not 
symmetrical with respect to the Iine B,=O. The answer can be found from our first field 
measurement, namely the magnet has not exactly equal been magnetized. 
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Fig. 3.12 Measured axial field versus angle at different air gap (g=l.O, '+ ', g=l.l, 
'-', g=l.2, '*'). 

C. Comparison of the three methods 

Besides the experimental testing, we made also a finite element calculation as well. The simulation 
program is called OPERA 20. It is an improve version of PE20, and it is possible to make 
calculations fora model in which a moving part is included. 

The following two models were used for the calculation. Speeds 0 (mmls), 2945 (mmls) (n=4500 
rpm), 5890 (mmls) (n=9000 rpm), 1E+l2 (mmls) (n ... oo ) were selected. B-H curve N023 is 
chosen for both magnet back iron and moving iron. 

o.s 1.1 

. . . . 

Fig. 3.13 
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Two models for Opera 20 calculation. 
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TABLE 3.3 & TABLE 3.4 show the comparison results after the two corrections. 

TABLE 3.3 

12 pole (g=l.J mm) 

n T~ou Fy B>{) BFc d 
(rpm) (mN.m) (N) (T) (T) (mm) 

Theory 0 0.000 :!..446. 0.48 0.477 5.5 

Measurement 0 -0.005 3.5 0.349 x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) 0 0.000 2.043. 0.41 1.0 0.5 

Opera 20 (0.5, NL) 0 0 .000 1.846. 0.40 0.9:!. 0.5 

Opera 20 (5, L) 0 0.000 :!..045. 0.41 0.43 4.8 

Opera 20 (5, NL) 0 0.000 1.846. 0.405 0.54 4.8 

Theory 4500 -0.039. :!..439. 0.476 1.3:!.1 1.0 

Measurement 4500 -0.038. x 0.355 x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) 4500 -0.013:!.. 2.04:?.. 0.41 1.1 0.5 

Opera 20 (0.5, NL) 4500 -0.0134. 1.845. 0.405 1.2 0.5 

Opera 20 (5, L) 4500 -0.0:!.18. :!..403. 0.41 1.1 2.5 

Opera 20 (5, NL) 4500 -0.0149. 1.845. 0.405 1.2 2 

Theory 9000 0.0568. :!..437. 0.476 1.832 0.7 

Measurement 9000 x x x x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) 9000 -0.0:!.7. :!. .042. 0.41 1.5 0.5 

Opera 20 (0.5, NL) 9000 -0.026. 1.844. 0.405 1.35 0.45 

Opera 20 (5, L) 9000 -0.033. :!..045. 0.41 1.4 2 

Opera 20 (5, NL) 9000 -0.027. 1.844. 0.405 1.35 2 

Theory inf. 0.0057. 2.:!.71. 0.010 1005.5 5.157E-8 

Measurement inf. x x x x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) inf. -0.002. -1.985. 0.0061 x 0.05 

Opera 20 (0.5, NL) inf. -0.047. -1.833. 0.0061 x 0.05 

Opera 20 (5, L) inf. -0.0008. -1.984. 0.0061 x 0.05 

Opera 20 (5, NL) inf. -0.0005. -1.833. 0.0061 x 0.05 

* The subsen 'c re resents the value alter the correchon. pt p 
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TABLE 3.4 

8 pole (g=l.J mm) 

n T~cu Fy B><~ BFc d 
(rpm) (mN.m) (N) (T) (T) (mm) 

Theory 0 0.000 3.447. 0.63 0 .637 16 

Measurement 0 -0.0165 5.635 0.415 x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) 0 0.000 2 .89. 0.53 2 .0 0.5 

Opera 20 (0.5,NL) 0 0.000 2.19. 0.45 1.6 0.5 

Opera 20 (5, L) 0 0 .000 2.90. 0.53 0.62 5 

Opera 20 (5, NL) 0 0.000 .., ..,.., 
-·• -c 0 .56 0 .68 5 

Theory 4500 -0.068. 3.438. 0.63 2.134 1 

Measurement 4500 -0.055. x 0.42 x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) 4500 -0.0213. 2.89. 0 .53 2.0 0.5 

Opera 20 (0.5,NL) 4500 -0 .018. 2 .19. 0.451 1.6 0.5 

Opera 20 (5, L) 4500 -0.0414. 2.89. 0 .53 1.85 3 

Opera 20 (5, NL) 4500 -0.03. 2 .216. 0 .46 1.4 2 

Theory 9000 -0 .097. 3.43. 0.636 2.976 0.8 

Measurement 9000 x x x x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) 9000 -0.043. 2.88. 0.53 ..,.., 0 .5 -·-
Opera 20 (0.5,NL) 9000 -0.038. 2.19. 0.45 1.62 0 .5 

Opera 20 (5, L) 9000 -0.0602. 2.88. 0 .53 2.4 2.5 

Opera 20 (5, NL) 9000 -0.06. 2.13. 0.46 1.4 2 

Theory inf. -0 .0005. -2.271. 0 .013 1524.6 5.17E-8 

Measurement inf. x x x x x 

Opera 20 (0.5, L) inf. -0.0017. -2.50. 0.007 x 0.05 

Opera 20 (0.5,NL) inf. -0 .0019. -2.16. 0.006 x 0.05 

Opera 20 (5, L) inf. -0.0001. -2.50. 0.0065 x 0.05 

Opera 20 (5 , NL) inf. -0 .011. -2.16. 0.006 x 0.05 

* The subsen t c re p p resents the value atter the correctlon. 
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The measured T~oss shows a certain value (0.005 mN.m) at speed zero, which is taken as the hysteresis 
torque. 

We choose the metbod of inlegration of Maxwell stress for the eddy current loss torque and the axial 
force calculation, which is supposed to be more accurate. But from list of the Opera 20 calculation 
values, we find that they are small with respect to the theoretica! and measured values. About these 
results, we do not find a good explanation yet. 

The air gap field does not change obviously during practical speed region in each case, but at 
infinitive speed, it reduces almost to zero. Field inside the iron, however, changes a lot with the speed 
because of the skin effect. The saturation due to the Opera 20 (0.5, L) does not happen in the 
practical speed region for the 12 pole machine, but happens at speed zero for the 8 pole machine due 
to opera 20 calculation which is against the theoretica! results. 

Take a comparison of air gap field based on the same construction of the models (Theory with Opera 
20 (S,L) and Mensurement withOpera 20(0.5, NL)), we tind that the error between the theoretica! 
Model 3 and Opera 20 (5, L) calculation is 0.16 (T) (tor 12 pole) and 0.19 (T) (for 8 pole). The 
measured result and Opera 20 (0.5, NL) calculation are 0.12 (T) ( for 12 pole) and 0.06 (T) (for 
8 pole) respectively. Those results are satistied. 

At infinitive speed, because the penetration depth is very thin with respect to the element distribution 
length, so, the calculation results inside the iron are not reliable. 
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3.4 Accuracy of the nteasuring apparatus 

In order to investigate the accuracy of the compensator, the following test is made: let the magnet 
cylinder take several positions along +x (and +y) direction, note down the flux linkage of the 
compensator coil at each position. The sketch of 1/1 versus x and y looks as follows (see Fig. 3.14 ). 
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Fig. 3.14 Flux linkage of the compensator coil es. x ( and y) . 

• 

For the reason of the rotation symmetry, that the tlux linkage changes in z axis will be the same as 
that in y axis. The remarkable fact found from this investigation is that the tlux linkage changes very 
few with the shift of the magnet cylinder from original both in x and y directions. According to the 
homogeneous property of the centre field of the Helmholtz coil, we can conclude that shifting the 
magnet cylinder a few distance from the origin in all directions will not cause much error in our 
measurement. But if the magnet cylinder shifts too much from the origin (out of the field 
homogeneous region), then the only possible error is making the measured results bigger. 

For example, the measured loss torque tor 12 pole prototype at rotation speed 4500rpm, g=l.l mm 
is 0.048mN.m in our Lab .. lt is a bit larger than (0.032mN.m) which was got in Philips Nat. Lab. 
The error may come probably from the reason we described above. 

The second possible way to make the error is that the way to adjust the air gap length is limited. We 
simply insert a piece of metal whose thickness is supposed to he equal to the gap length which needs 
to be adjusted. Since the total air gap length is around l.Omm. Every O.lmm difference is very 
difficult to be measured by our eyes if we want to observe whether the piece of metal perfectly fits 
the gap. From Fig. 3.3, we find that at speed 4500 rpm when air gap length decreases from 1.1 to 
1.0 mm, the increase of loss torque is quite big, about 51% (12 pole) and 37% (8 pole). 

Thirdly, the design for the diameter of the wire spring and the design for the distance between the 
two wires will have an influence to the sensitivity of the loss torque measurement. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

(1). If we take Opera 20 (0.5, NL) calculation together with the correction as the most accurate 
result, then from TABLE 3.4 and TABLE 3.5 it follows that both theoretica! results from Model 3 
and measured results for each term are bigger than it. 

The theoretica! values obtained from Model 3 is higher than the Opera 20 (0.5, NL)c values. 
Because of: 
a). The thickness of the moving iron is supposed to be intinitive, so that the penetration depth 

is, in fact, bigger than 0.5 mm, and more eddy current is holed. This makes the loss torque 
and axial force larger, and so does the air gap tield. 

b). The permeability of the magnet back iron is supposed to be infinitive, which also makes the 
air gap field larger. 

The measured values are higher than the Opera 20 (0.5, NL)c because of: 
a). The inaccuracy in air gap adjustment; 
b). The inaccuracy of the position adjustment of the magnet cylinder in the compensator; 
c). The vibration of the frame disturbing the accuracy in some extant. 

(2). All Opera 20 calculation values (TABLE 3.3 and TABLE 3.4) are much smaller than theoretica) 
calculation and measurement. Until now, we havenothad a good explanation about it. Since it is the 
first time to apply the element method on the model in which a moving part is included, we did not 
do many tests in this case before. Perhaps we need ftJrther investigation. 

(3). But we are happy with the significant reduction of the errors between theoretica! results and the 
measured results after the two corrections: Correction for theoretica! calculation of eddy current loss 
torque (by applying a reasonable estimated eddy current contour instead of the infinite one which is 
applied in the ideal theoretica! 20 model) and the correction for the measurement of eddy current loss 
torque (at zero speed the measured torque curves are compensated tor the hysteresis torque). See 
the following TABLE 3.5. 

TABLE 3.5 

( n = 4500 rpm, g = 1.1 mm. err. = (!; .. '- 7i .. "')I 7i .. "' & err. = (F,'-F,"') I Fv"') 

12 pole 8 pole 

T~.o• Tl.,.m err. F• y 
Fm 

y err. T .. : T~.om err. F• 
y 

Fm 
y err. 

Before .082 .043 .91 5.16 3.5 .47 .18 .on 1.5 9.17 5.64 .62 

Aft er .039. .038. .03 2.44. 3.5. . 30 . 068 • .055 • .24 3.44. 5.64. .39 

*The SU rscri t 'c' re resents theoretica) calculallon value; and 'm' re m~sents the measurec value. pe p p 
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4. Pascal programs for performing the theoretica} predication 

Introduetion 

Designers are always looking for ways to increase the starting torque of the motor and higher speed, 
and to reduce the size of the motor, or say, increase the motor performance, etc .. Regrettabl y, some 
of these requirements are conflicting and are very difticult to meet. For example, the height of the 
motor is to be limited, see Fig. 4.1. 

h.3 
hm 

H g 
h2 

-·-·-·-·· 

-·-·-·-·· 

hl 

Fig. 4.1 Dimensions of each part of the motor. 

In this model, h3 is the thickness of magnet back iron. It tends to be chosen as thin as possible 
because the field is not changing inside. But if it is too thin, the saturation may happen inside of the 
iron, which will reduce the main flux; hm is the height of magnet. Choosing it thicker willof course 
increase the field in the air, but it will reduce the room tor the copper coil, and it will also increase 
the cost; h2 is the height of the co i!. It may be good to choose it higher tor the motor torque because 
the resistance is low. But in another aspect, it red u ces the room tor hm, then the field will be 
reduced; hl is the thickness of coil back iron. It is rather important to make carefut choice of it, 
because eddy current and hysteresis losses are included in this part. Generally speaking, it should be 
chosen as thick as possible, because P,ou ex (c11B

1
•
48 t:J+cEB2t:l)·Vol. cE is a function ofthe coil back 

iron thickness. The power loss will be reduced. But for the reasons we described above, it has to be 
limited too. 

A theory is always expected to give more information to the pre-designed motor. Questions like: 
How about the changes of the tangent ia! force and axial torce in the whole speed axis? Is the air gap 
field influenced much with the change of the speed? What kinds of intluences will it be if the pole 
number, thickness of multipole magnet or air gap length etc. is changed? At which speed will the iron 
get saturated? . . . All of these kinds of questions need to be answered by the theory. Some pascal 
programsbasedon Chapter 2 and Appendixes 2 & 3. are written tor those purposes. 



4.1. Indication for theoretica! calculation 

A. Basic parameter setting 

The basic parameter setting is based on iron as moving conductor: 
nur=2000; (permeability of iron) 
gama= 1.85*1E+6; (conductivity of iron) 
pp=6; (pole pair number) 
g=l.1*1E-3(m); (air gap length) 
hm= 1.6*1E-3(m); (thickness of the multiple magnet) 
hh=0.5*1E-3(m); (thickness of the moving iron) 
1=2.95*1E-3(m); (difference between the outer and inner radii of the moving iron ring) 
H=2.7*1E-3(m);(distance between magnet back iron and moving iron) 
r=6.25*1E-3(m); (mean radius) 
n= 1; (the first harmonie) 
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Note: (1). For copper, the parameters should be changed to: nur =1, gama = 5*E+7in 
the above setting; 

(2) . If the 8 pole needs to be calculated, then pp should be replaced by 4; 

B. Indications to output files 

All the output files are text data file. They are written in a standard form which can be sent to a 
software called "Mat lab". It gives the graphic output. 

4.2. Theoretica! predications 

Programmcalled generair.pas gives the calculation tor tangential torce and normal force in the whole 
speed axis. Fig. 4.2 shows the results for moving conductor which is copper. Fig. 4.3 shows iron as 
moving conductor. From the computed results, we can get the whole view ofthem. F" has a maximal 
value Fxm at a critical speed VtJ. F, increases from 0 and will have a maximal value F,m from a 
certain speed. The other fact which should be noticed is that the critica) speed VtJ appears much later 
in Fig. 4.3 than in Fig. 4.2, see also T ABLE 4.1. 

0,-----~--------~--------~--------. 0,-----------------~--------------------, 

-0.~ 
. . . 

···············r···············T···············T·············· 

Fig. 4.2 

_, ····----·-···-·r················· 

200 eoo eoo 

Theoretica) calculation tor Fx and FY as functions of speed (In Model 3, copper 
is taken as moving conductor). 
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TABLE 4.1 

12 pole, critica) speed, maximal tangential and normal force calculation based on the theory! 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

vel F_ F.",. vc2 Fx". Fym vc] F_ F.",. 

Cu 63.6 -1.70 -3.40 63.2 -2.52 -5.04 33 -1.40 -4.990 

Fe 1721 -1.70 -3.409 1711 -2.52 -5.04 8·10' -2.10 -4.830 

From the concept of air gap field, it is not difticult to explain them: When the speed is low with 
respect to the critica) speed, the magnetic induction caused by eddy current is negligible comparing 
with the magnet induction B"". So both Fx and FY are the results of the eddy current placed in a 
constant magnetic field. The increasing of the torces is due to the eddy current increasing with the 
speed. If we further increase the speed to some ex tent, so that the eddy current induction will has 
significantly influence to the original induction B"". Th en Fx starts decreasing. Actually, when the 
speed goes to infinite large, the net magnetic induction in vertical direction tends to zero everywhere 
in the disc. The main flux is pushed away into the leakage ways by the eddy current. This leads to 
the effect that Fx goes to zero and Fy tends to a limited value at intinitive high speed. 

If the copper is replaced by iron, the critical speed in Model 3 is great behind. See Fig. 4.3. 
It can be explained in this way: First, a constant magnetic permeability is introduced in region 3 of 
Model 3 (in this case Model 3 is a linear model). lt makes the penetration depth reduce 
very fast with the speed (see Fig. 4.3). As a result, the induced eddy current is then limited to the 
surface of the plate. Second, at the same time the resistance of the iron is increasing because of the 
reduction of the penetration layer. Lastly, the conductivity of the iron is smaller than that of copper. 
So, in fact the induced eddy current in ironplateis much less comparing with that in the copper plate. 
Consequently, the intluence of the eddy current tield to the ma in tield is negligible even at very high 
speed. If we further increase the speed to intinitive high, then the eddy current in the thin layer turns 

1.According to equations (70), (71), (73), (74), (80) and (81) in Cltapler 2, we can write the fonnulas for V.. F_, F,... 
calculations. 

In Model 1 (For the whole model): 

- 2 vcl ___ h' 
J.loO 

In Model 2 (For the whole model): 

V = 2 
c2 (1-dl}J.L0oh' 

-l'tPBp2
o 

F =--........;-
xm l-Lo 

In Model 3 ( For the whole model. Derivation see Appendix 3): 
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to be a constant from a critical speed. Hence the power loss will be constant too, and the loss torque 
will decrease with the speed (T~ar.rcx P~os/v) from then until it goes to zero. Here, the meaning of the 
critical speed has been changed. It does not indicate the total tïeld starting deceasing (i.e. the eddy 
current field starts to counteract the original field), but indicates that a constant eddy current is 
reached from then. 

FY in Fig. 4.3 decreases from a positive value, and it will pass zero at speed v=l18-yp.0T. This means 
that the attractive force between magnet and iron will completely disappear at a very high speed, and 
will even become to repulsion force afterwards. 
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Fig. 4.3. Theoretical calculation of F x• F Y and d vs. speed. (Model 3, iron is taken as the rnaving 
conductor) 

In the following, some simulations for practical predication are presented. In these computation 
programs, the tangentiallinear speed at average radius is converted to its rotation speed which is from 
0 to 10000 rpm. The conductivity and magnetic permeability are chosen based on iron. 

(1). generalf.pas: Change speed step =0.3. It gives T,o .. (=Fx*r) vs. n ( =v*60/27rr),, F
1 

vs.n 
and d vs. n (Model 3). They are the eddy current losses, axial force and penetration depth 
in practical speed region, see Fig. 4.4. 
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Theoretical calculation tor eddy current loss torque, axial force, and penetration depth 
as a functions of rotation speed (12 pole, Models 1,2 and 3). 
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From Fig. 4.4, we see that the loss in Model 3 is bigger than that in Model 2. This is because the 
penetration is very large even at small speed. So the resistance in Model 3 is smaller than that in 
Model 2. Consequently the eddy current in Model 3 will be bigger. All of these factors combining 
with the fact of the large volume of the moving iron in Model 3 make the loss torque bigger. As the 
speed increases, the penetration depth will be reduced, and the layer for holding eddy current in the 
moving iron becomes thinner and thinner, which makes the dT~o.Jdn be smaller and smaller. This 
is why the curve bends to the case of the infinitive thin iron plate. Comparing the curve of Model 2 
and Model 1, and because of the infinity of the thin moving iron, dT w.Jdn will be constant and in 
proportion to Bpo2 at the beginning point (dTJo.!dn ex Bpo ~. Another relation which should be held is 
(Iiossfl)rr/oss(2J) 112 ex (Bpom/Bpom). See eq.(2.74). 

Fy vs. n in the three models shows that the change of Fv with the speed is negligibly small. 
Therefore, there is no special needs for the hearing. · 

d vs. n, shows that, at practical rotation speed region, the penetration depth is about 1 (mm) . Since 
the thickness of moving iron in real case is 0.5 (mm), the eddy current is equally distributed inside 
the moving iron. 

(2). harmf.pas: This program can give the comparison of the tïrst, the third and the fifth 
harmonies of T,0 .. (Fy) vs. n in each model. Here, we would like to show T,0 .. vs.n. see Fig. 
4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5 Theoretica) calculation of Fx and Fr as a function of the rotation speed. The 
third and the fifth harmonie componentsofthem arealso computed respectively. 

From Fig. 4.5, one can see that the third and the tïfth harmonies of T,o .. vs. nv in Model 3 are almost 
0. From it we recognize that they only take very few percentage of the fundamental component. So, 
for roughly estimation, it can be neglected. 

(3). gapb.pas: This program gives predication of magnetic induction both in the gap and in the 
iron. The output will be Bx (By) vs. electrical degrees. 

(a). Parameters introducing in this program are: p.,= 2000, o=l.87*1E+6, g=l.l*JE-3 (m), 
pp=6, v=O.OOOJ. It gives the total field in air gap in the standstill case, see Fig 4.6(upper). 

(b). Change v=l*E+9 in (a). It will give the tield in air gap at a very large speed. From Fig. 
4.6(down), one should note that the BY component of the magnet is almost completely 
counteractive by the eddy current normal tïeld! The other fact that should be noticed is that 
the Bx component of Model 3 is al most zero at the speed 0 . But at a very large speed, it shifts 
a certain degree( ~90°), and becomes biggerand bigger because of the 'skin effect' of the 
iron (the main flux is pushed into the air gap). 
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Down: air gap field vs. degrees at speed 1 E9 m/s. 
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(4). generalb.pas: Multiply JL, by expression of B~ in Model 3. Then the results for Model 3 
will be the field inside the iron (since B3r=JL,·B~, B.~y=B~). The speed setting in the 
calculation is v=O - 6 (n == 0 - 10000 rpm). From the picture, one can see that the 
saturation has already occurred in practical speed region!. 
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Fig. 4.7 Field inside the iron vs. rotation speed ll. 

(5). magnetr.pas : Let H (thickness of magnet plus thickness of gap, hm + g) be a constant, and 
change hm and gat the same time. Then the results of T,on (Fy) vs. g at a certain speed (for 
instance, at the rate speed v== 2.945) can be obtained after running this program. See Fig. 
4.8. 
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Fig. 4.8 T1"" (Fy) vs. g, when H is kept as a constant ( Models 1,2 and 3). 
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(6). polef.pas : For a certain air gap and a certain speed, what is the intluence of the pole 
numbers to the forces and the tield? This program williet us know I;ou (Fy) vs. n in Model 
3 with different pole numbers as the third parameter. See Fig 4.9. It shows that in the same 
gap, the larger pole numbers are, the smaller loss torque will be. 

Fig.4.9 
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Theoretical predication for T1""' and FY if different pole numbers are given. 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

• Conclusions 

The 20 theory is reasonably good at predicating the eddy current loss and the air gap field. 
Error occured is because the dimension of the moving iron in Model 3 is supposed to be infinitive 
large both in -y and z directions, which causes the calculation results bigger than the measured 
results. In order to reduce the error of theoretica) calculations and measurements, two corrections, 
which are called 'effective eddy current length correction' and 'hysteresis toss torque correction' 
respectively. are made both for theoretica! calculation and for iron toss torque measurement. This 
makes the error be greatly reduced. Opera 20 calculation is necessary only when a very accurate 
estimation is needed (this needs a further proot). The equations for roughly predicting the axial 
force, eddy current loss and air gap field are simpte enough to be used on a small personal 
computer. 

• Recommendations 

From the investigation described in this report, some further works should be: 

- Theoretica! part: 

Give theoretica) description tor Model 4, which is the most ideal model tor this research; 

Better theoretica! performance due to Model 4 is necessary tor the designer. 

- Measurement part: 

Impravement of measuring equipments; 

For the purpose of reduction of eddy current toss torque, it may be interested to make a 
certain patten of carves on the moving iron and to test it; 

Different thicknesses of moving iron should be tested. 

- Finite element calculation part: 

Opera 20 reliability needs to be proved; 
Opera 30 calculation is expected to be used to prove the theoretical calculation. 
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6. Appendixes 

Appendix 1: List of symbols 

al,bl,cl,dl,a2,b2,c2,d2: Coefficients in scalar potential equation. see eq.(6) and eq.(7) 
E: Electrical induction in rnaving conductor 
Eq: Initial value of electrical induction in rnaving conductor 
B~ Normal component of the total field induction at line y=O 
B".,Bn: x, y componentsof fundmental magnetic induction of permanent magnet at line y=O 
B"': Peak value of magnetic induction of permanent magnet at air gap 
B,; Remanence of permanent magnet 
B.oB

1
: x, y components of total magnetic induction 

BïxtB;,, x, y components of magnetic induction caused by eddy current 
depth: Penetration depth 
F.oF,: Axial, tangential force (N/per pole pair) on the moving copper 
f(w): Sinc(x) function 
g: Air gap length 
H.oH

1
: x, y componentsof magnetic field strength 

H: Thickness of magnet plus thickness of air gap 
h: Thickness of moving capper 
h",: Hight of pm 
1: Difference of outer and inner radii of rnaving capper 
k1, k1: Dimeosion pararoters in Model 3 
M: Peak value of magnetization of permanent magnet 
Mq: Fourier development of magnetization of permanent magnet 
M.: Fourier coefficient of magnetization of permanent magnet 
~ou." Eddy current toss torque per pole pair 
p: Pole pair number 
r: Mean radius 
R: Indirect moving speed 
S: Line density of eddy current 
S: Peak value of eddy current line density 
v: Moving speed 
w: Inter pole pith 
n: The n "' harmonie 
n0, n1 : Indirect machine parameters used in Model 3 
ex, .fl: Speed parameters in Model 3 
r: Pole pitch 
p.q: Permeability of air 
p.,r Permeability of permanent magnet 
a: Conductivity of rnaving conductor 
tp: +x direction phase shift of eddy current distribution 
~: Magnetic flux (or scalar potential) 
-y: Correction factor for eddy current contour 
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Appendix 2. Theoretica} derivation for Model 2 

: ~: 1': ~: I t o o 
I t I I . 11'1 . . 

-- ---'---·-~--·--! ....... ~ 

x 

Fig. 7.1 Model 2. 

* Induced eddy current field calculation 

Different from Model 1, Model 2 has magnet back iron. Hence, region I is then limited by the 
back iron. So the general potential solutions for reg. I and reg. 2 should be: 

I< 11 

4>1 = (al·cos~x+bl·sin~x) · (e --.y +dl e 'Y> 
't 't 

(7.1) 

" 1t 1t -Y 4>2 = (a2·cos-x+b2·sin-x) · e • 
't 't 

(7.2) 

The field caused by the eddy current sheet is: 

acJ> 1t 1t 1t -..!!y ..!!y 
H1 =--1 =-·(al·sin-x-bl· cos-x) ·(e • +dl· e • ) 

x éJx 't 't 't 

(7.3) 

acJ> 1t 1t 1t -..!!y ..!!y 
H1 =--1 =-·(al·cos-x+bl· sin-x) ·(e • -dl· e • ) 

y é)y 't T 't 
(7.4) 

acJ>2 1t • 1t 1t ..!!y 
Hz =--=-·(a2•sJ.n-x-b2· cos-x) ·e • 

x éJx -r -r -r 
(7.5) 

acJ> 1t 1t 1t ..!!. y 
Hz =--z =--·(a2-cos-x+b2· sin-x) ·e • 

y é)y 't 't 't 

(7.6) 

Boundary conditions are: 



(1). At y=H, H1z=O; 

The eddy current distribution is: 

S=-S· cos (2!.x-q>) 
't 
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(7.7) 

Here S is the peak value of S, it always holds S> 0. lP is the phase shift of eddy current in x 
direction. 

From boundary condition (l): 

-1.!! H 
dl=-e ~ 

Then from boundary condition (2): 

al(1-dl)=-a2, b1(1-dl)=-b2 

And from boundary condition (3), 

a1·(1+d1) -a2=-..!·.S·sin<jl 
7t 

-bl (1+d1) +b2=-..!·s·cos<jl 
7t 

By solving eqs.(7.8) (7.9) (7.10) and (7.11), we get: 

a2=-
2

't7t (1-dl) ·S·sinq>, b2=-
2

't7t (1-dl) ·S·cosq> 

Substitution of (7.12) and (7.13) into (7.4) yields: 

(reg.1 j reg.2) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

We now place the magnet in region I at the position shown in Fig 2.6, and suppose that (a). the 
magnet has no soft magnetic properties (p.",=l); (b). the B, component of the permanent-magnet 
field at y=O is given by 811= Bpo ·cos(7rXIT). The value of Bpo will be calculated later on. 
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Now we have to find the relation between S and the permanent-magnet field BP. From Chapter 
2, it follows that the relation between the current density J and the line current density S can be 
given in the following equation if h is very small with respect to r: 

-s J=-
h 

(7.15) 

The meaning of the "-" sign bere is the same as we described inSection 2.1.3, see Fig 2.6b. 

Generaly1 we know: 

so, 

v·B = J 
yo a 

B =_1_ ·cos ( 2!.x-cj>) 
yo ovh 't 

lt is also known that the total normal field is: 

y=O: 

By solving (7 .16) and (7 .17), we tïnd: 

;;:,· • 1 + ( ) • cos ( -x-cp +cp) =B • cos (-x) A llo ( 1-dl) ~ 2 2 1t , ~ 1t 

2 j.l 0 (1-d1)oVh 't po 't 

From this equation, we immediately have: 

~ 2Ê 0 

5=------~==~======== 
llo (1-dl) · l1 + ( ( d

2 
) 'h) 2 

~ llo 1- 1 oV: 

and 
J.L 0 (1-d1 )vho 

cp=arctan 
2 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 
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• Determination of Bro ( =BP (y=O)) 

t 

Fig. 7.2 The magnet back iron corresponds to doubling thickness of the magnet. 

Because of symmetry, see Fig. 7.2, the presence of magnet back iron corresponds to the doubling 
thickness of the magnet in Model l. So we only need to replace hm by 2hm in eq.(2.60) and (2.63) 
in Chapter 2. Then we directly have d2, a2• and a1• 

(7.22) 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

So the fundamental component of magnetic induction is: 

(7.25) 

Now we can write the x and the y components of the total field in region l: 

B 0 =-Ê • sin.!!.x + ( ~0 )·(1-dl)·S· cos(.!!.x-cj>) 
x po 't 2 't 

(7.26) 

B 0 =Ê • cos.!!.x+(~)·(l-dl)·S· sin(.!!.x-cj>) 
y po 't 2 't 

(7.27) 

• Axial force and the loss torque 

The current-carrying body in this case is the eddy current carrying copper plate. We can give the 
expression of axial force per pole pair as: 

F =-1· (B +B ) ·S·dx !.2• 
y 

0 
px 1x 

(7.28) 
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F =1· (B +B ) ·S·dx i
2~ 

x O pO iy 
(7.29) 

Since we knew befare: Bpx = -Bpo sin 7rXIT, B;;r= p.0(1-dl)S/2 ·cos(7rXIT-!()), B11=Bu
1
=(p./2)(1-

dl)S sin (7rxiT-!()), and S = -S cos(7rxiT-!()), we can calculate the integral of (7 .28) and (7 .29), and 
finally can get the expressionsof Fy and Fx: 

-2l't·Ê2 1 
F = pO ·-----"'=:-----

y Jl0 (1-dl) [ 1 +( 2 ) 2 ) 

Jlo (1-dl) ovh 

(7.30) 

-2l't·Ê2 1 
F = pO ·----:---:--7--=---=--------

x jl0 (1-dl) [(jl0 (1-dl)ovh)+( 2 )] 
2 jl0 (1-dl)ovh 

(7 . 31) 

Thus the toss torque per pole pair is: 

(7.32) 

The maximal values of Fx, FY are: 

for v-oo (7.33) 

For v=vc2 
(7.34) 

The critica! speed vc2 (Model 2) is given by: 

(7.35) 
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Appendix 3. Theoretica! derivation for Model 3 

Fig. 8.1 Model 3. 

First, lefs see the region 3, a current carrying region. Because of the existing of eddy current, we 
cannot use a scalar potential in region 3, but we can now use vector potential A3 defined by: 

(8.1) 

Because 

v·B=O (8.2) 

and (in iron): 

(8.3) 

one has: 

(8.4) 

No te: 
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vxH3=] (8.5) 

l=oË (8.6) 

Ë=vxB3 
(8.7) 

Substituting (8.6) to (8.5), (8.5) to (8.4), and (8.4) to (8.3), we tinally get an equation for vector 
potential A3 : 

Because A3 only bas a +z component, that is: 

we have 

Ä =Ak 3 : 

__ aA _aAl 
vxA =i ._z -j ·-

3 ày ax 

Substitute of (8.9) into (8.7) yields 

_2- _ _ aA _aA 
- vA =au u .• ( v·i x(i-z-1·-z) ) 

3 rorn ày éJx 

or: 

Assume: Az= P(x)·Q(y) and substitute this expression into eq.(8.ll), then 

_1_.d
2
P(x) +-1_.d

2
Q(y) _

0 
v·-l_.dP(x) =O 

P(x) dx2 Q(y) dy 2 ~0~' P(x) dx 

Order: 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 
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(8.14) 

(8.15) 

Eq.(8.13) bas the characteristic equation: 

(8.16) 

Since the field is periodical along the x-axis, À can only have the solutions: À1,2 = ±J1riT. So k in 
eq.(8.15) can have the solutions k1,2, and k3•4 : 

\ .1t 
Az=J-: 

t 

k 1t 1 . a~oJL,vt 1t. fPD·R 1t J "A) =±-· +r -±-y .~+JA=±- \a +J.-
1.2 t 1t t t 

k 1t ~ 1 . OJloJJ.,vt 1t . !f=TD·R 1t J "A) =±-· -r -±--v .~-J""=±- \a-J.-
3'" t 1t t t 

Here, a+jft=l+jR, R=(UJLoJL,VT)hr and ~=(l+v(l+If))/2, ft2=(-l+v(I+If))/2. 

The solutions for eq.(8.13) and eq.(8.14) are: 

. Ir 
l. J-11 

P =a e '"=a e ..: 1 1 1 • 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

Because in the region 3, when y--oo, the field will be zero. Hence, d1=0, d2=0 in eqs.(8.20) and (8.21). 
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In this case Az should be (with respect to À1 and À~): 

(8.22) 

We can use the complex farm for scalar potential in reg. I and reg.2 also. So the equations for the three 
regions are: 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

- .!(ll+jJS)y 
A =ä ·e ~ z 3 

(8.28) 

Note here: 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 

(8.31) 

Now we can start to calculate the field in the gap ( region I): 
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;ü: K K 
- "'f'l 1t --y -y 
Hu=--=-j-(ä -e ~ + 6 -e ~ ) ax 't 1 1 

(8.32) 

;ü: K K 

- "'f'l 1t - -~y - -y 
H1 =--=-(a -e - b ·e ~ ) 

y Oy'tl l 
(8.33) 

;ü: K K 
- "'f'2 . 1t - --y - -y 

H2:Jc=--=-J-(a ·e ~ + b ·e ~ ) ax 't 2 2 
(8.34) 

;ü: K K 
- "'f'2 1t - -~y - -y 

H2 =--=-(a ·e - b ·e ~) 
y Oy't2 2 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 

The boundary conditions for this model are: 
(1). at line y=H: 

(8.38) 

(2). at line y=g: 

(8.39) 

-~~ K K _ ~ b- 't -r _ -r 
~ a1·e -u +-M =ä ·e ~ - b ·e ~ 

rp rrp 1 1t 1 2 2 
(8.40) 

(3). at line y=O: 



If w.e define: 

rewrite eqs.(8.38)- (8.42) as: 

~2H 
Ie =e ~ 1 , 

-w.,_ IC 
.. 't -g 

"' =e ~ , m =-M -e ~ 
"'2 1 1t 1 

ä =-Ie ·b 1 1 1 

11 (ä -lc2·b)+m =ä -1- ·b r-'1' 1 2 1 2 "'2 2 
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(8.41) 

(8.42) 

(8.43) 

(8.44) 

(8.45) 

(8.46) 

(8.47) 

(8.48) 

and put (8.45) and (8.46) in (8.44), put (8.48) in (8.47), then we will have two equations containing two 
coefficients a2 and b2. They are: 

(8.49) 

(5.50) 

where t=p.'PÀ11Ic1 +p.'PÀ111c:z, À11=ll(k1-lcJ. thus a1 and b1 will be: 

- m1(1l, -« -j~) 
a---------~~------------

2 [(1 +{)(ll, -« -jp)+k,_(1-{)(ll, +« +j~)] 
(8.51) 

b =- m1(J.L,+«+jj}) 
2 [(1 +{)(ll, -« -jj})+k,_(l-{)(ll, +« +jj})] 

(8.52) 

Bring them to eq.(8.48) leads to 



- 2iJ.LoJ.L,ml 
a =-----------~~~---------

3 [(1 +()(J.L, -a -jP)+A;(l-()(J.L, +a +jp)] 

Rewriting the denominator of equation (8.53) yields: 

(I+sJ(p.,-a-.iPJ+k2 (1-sJ(p.,+a+iPJ=(l+sJP.,- O+sJ(a+iPJ + kz(I-s)P., + k2 (1-sJ(a+iPJ 
= fp.,(l+sJ + kz(I-s)p.,J + (a+iPJ f-(I+sJ + kz(I-u)] 
=n0 + (a+jp)n1 

=(n0+an1) +jpn1 

So, at line y=O, the flux density is: 

The force expressions are (note: B:zx=B3/p." B21 =B3,): 

B 2 -B2 B ·B· 
F f 2)' 2r -as 1-t R [B- B-. lx 3.r] = ·n· =-· e · ---

Y 211 2 11 3y 3y 2 
r-o r-o J.L, 

Here the state parameters are: 

Therefore the redundant relations are: 

R __ o_J.Lo,;,_J.L..;._,"r_v 

1t 

a =Re(Jl +jR) 

P =lm(Jl +jR) 

(8.58) 

(8.59) 

(8.60) 
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(8.53) 

(8.54) 

(8.55) 

(8.56) 



where the machine parameters are: 

~2= 1 +.[l:ïii (8.61) 
2 

p2- -1 +.[l:ïii (8.62) 
2 

2nH 

k =e ~ 
1 

'lt 
't -g 

m =-·M ·e ~ 
1 1t 1 

(8.64) 

(8.65) 

(8.66) 

The following substitution is useful for getting shorter formulas: 

1 
À21 = k,. -k

1 
(8.67) 

Once more it can be re-substituted into: 

n0=~, -(1 +()+~)2 -(1-() (8.69) 

n1 = -(1 +{) +k,_ -(1-() (8. 70) 
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Appendix 4. 

Program general 
Program generalb 
Program ggap 
Program harmf 
Program magnetf 
Program polenumb 

Pascal computing program 
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65 
68 
71 
77 
82 



Program general; {This Program is used tor Fx,Fy vs. v. calculation. See Fig. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4} 

var i,j,control,model:integer; 
g,H,fw,MO,M1,Mmax,tau,taun,nO,n1,fxm1,fxm2,fxm3,fym1 ,fym2,fym3:rea1; 
v:array[1 .. 25) of real; 
Fx,Fy,bx,by,depth:array[1 .. 20,1 .. 5) of real; 
fileoutfx, fileoutfy, 
fileoutpen:text; 

const 
pi=3.14159; 
nuO =4 •pi•1 E-7; 
nup = 1.05; 
nur = 2000; {iron (nur = 2000) or copper (nur = 1)} 
Br=1.15; 
w=O; 
gama= 1.87•1 E+6; {iron (gama = 1.87•1 E+6) or copper (gama =5•1 E+ 7)} 
m =ga ma • nuO • nur; 
ro= 1/gama; 
1=2.9•1E-3; 
hm = 1.6.1E-3; 
hh=0.5•1 E-3; 
r=6.25.1E-3; 
pp=6; 

procedure gohome(m,n:integer); {tor writing out put file} 

begin 
if m = 1 then 
begin 
case n of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutfx); 
append (fileoutfy l; 

tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutfy,v[i) :10.' ', Fy[i,n):10); 

tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutfx,v(i]: 1 0,' ',Fx[i,n): 1 0); 
end; 

end 
end; 

if m =2 then 
begin 
append(fileoutfx); 
append(fileoutfy); 
case n of 
1 :begin 
writeln(fileoutfy); append(fileoutfy); 
writeln(fileoutfx); append(fileoutfx); 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutfy, v[i): 1 0.' ', Fy[i,n): 1 0); 

tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutfx,v[i): 10,' ',Fx[i,n): 1 0); 
end; 

end 
end; 
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if m=3 then 
begin 
append (fileoutpen); 
append(fileoutfx); 
append (fileoutfy); 
case n of 
1 :begin 
writeln(fileoutfy); append(fileoutfy); 
writeln(fileoutfx); append(fileoutfx); 
for i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
writeln(fileoutfy,v(i):10,' ', Fy(i,n]:10); 
writeln(fileoutpen,v(i): 10, ' ' ,depth(i,n): 1 0); 
end; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutfx, v(i): 1 0,' ',r • Fx(i,n]: 1 0); 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 

procedure model12(g:real;model:integer); {For Fx and Fy calculation in Model 1 and Model 2} 
var a1 ,a2,d2,d1,Bpo,taun,fw:real; 

i,j,n ,nn 

begin 
for nn: = 1 to 1 do 
begin 
n: =2 •nn-1; 
taun: = tau/n; 

:integer; 

fw: = {(sin(pi•wttaun)!(pi•wttaun));}1; 
Mmax: =Br/nuO; 
MO: =4 •Mmax• (sin(N•pi/2))•fw!(n•pi); 
M1: =4 •Mmax/pi; 
v(1]: = 1; 

if model = 1 then 
begin 
d2: =-exp(-pi• (2 •g + hm)/taun); 
a2: =-(taun•M1 •exp(-pi•gttau)/pi)/((1 + nup)•exp(-2• pi•gttau) + dr(1-nup)); 
a1: =a2• (exp(-2 • pi•gttau) + d2); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/taun; 
for i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fx(i,n): = -pp•J•taun• ro • Bpo • Bpo/(v(i) • hh• ((ro/(v(i]• hh))• (ro!(v(i) • hh)) + (nu0/2) • (nu0/2))); 
Fy(i,nJ: =-pp•l•taun•nuo•Bpo•Bpo/(2 •((ro/(v(iJ•hh))•(ro/(v(iJ •hh)) + (nu0/2)• (nu0/2))); 
v(i + 1 ): =v(i) + 50000000; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 

end; 

if model = 2 then 
begin 
H: =g + 1.6•1E-3; 
d1: = -exp(-2 • pi •Httaun); 
d2: = -exp(-pi • 2 • (g + hm)/taun); 
a2: = -(taun• M1 • exp(-pi •gttau)/pi)/((1 + nup) •exp(-2 • pi• g/tau) + d2 • (1-nup)); 
a 1: =a2 • (exp(-2 • pi•gttau) + d2); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/taun; 
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for i: = 1 to 20 do 
begin 
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Fx[i,n): = -pp •1•taun• ro• Bpo• Bpo/(v[i) • hh• ((ro/(v[i) • hh)) • (ro/(v[i) • hh)) + (nuo• (1-d 1 1121 • (nuo• (1-d 1 )/2111; 
Fy[i,n): =-pp •l•taun• nuo• Bpo• Bpo/(2 • ((ro/(v[i) • hh)) • (ro/(v[i) • hh)) + (nuo• (1-d 1 )/2) • (nuo• (1-d1 )/2))); 
v[i+ 1]: =v[i) + 50000000; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 

end; 
end; 
end; 

Procedure model3(g:real;model:integer); {Fx, Fy calculation in Model 3} 
var k 1,k2,m01,1ambda21,sigma,k,S,beta,alpha,alpha 1,beta 1,p,q,a,b,b2y ,b2x:real; 

i,n,nn:integer; 

begin 
for nn: = 1 to 1 do 
begin 
n: = nn•2-1; 
taun: = tau/n; 
fw: = 1; {( sin(n•pi•wftaun )/(n•pi•wftaun));} 
Mmax: = Br/nuO; 
MO: = 4 • Mmax • (sin(n•pi/2)) •fw/(n• pi); 
M1: =4•Mmax/pi; 
H:=g+1.6.1E-3; 

k1: =exp(2•pi•Hftaun); 
k2: =exp(2•pi•g/taun); 
mO 1 : = (taun • M 1/pi) • exp(pi • g/taunl; 
lambda21: = 1/(k2-k1 ); 
sigma:=nup•lambda21.(k1 +k2); 
nO:=nur•( (1 +sigma)+k2.(1-sigma) ); 
n1:=-(1 +sigma)+k2.(1-sigma); 
v(1]: = 1; 
for i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
S: = (m • v[i) • taun)/pi; 
beta:=sqrt( -0.5+o.s•sqrt(1 +S•S) I; 
alpha: =sqrt( 1 + beta•beta ); 
q:=no•no + 2•alpha•no•n1 + (alpha•alpha+beta•beta)•n1•n1; 
Fx[i,n) : =-pp•(4 •l•nur•nuO•pi•pï•mo1•mo1•beta)/(taun•q); 
Fy[i,n): = pp• ( 2 •1•nuo• nur•nur•pi•pi•mo1•m01 )/(taun•q) • ( 1-(alpha•alpha + beta•betal/(nur•nur) ); 
depth[i,n]: = sqrt(2 •rf(gama. nuo• nur•v[i])); 
v[i+ 1): =v[i] + 50000000; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 

end; 
end; 

begin 
ASSIGN(fileoutfx, 'a:\im 123.fx'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutfy ,'a:\im 123.fy'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutpen,'a:\im3.pen'); 
REWRITE(fileoutfx); 
REWRITE(fileoutfy); 
REWRITE(fileoutpen); 
tau: =pi • r /pp; 
write('control ='I; 
readln(control); 
while control < > 0 do 
begin 
g: = 1.1 •1 E-3; 



for model:= 1 to 3 do {model loop} 
begin 
case model of 
1,2: model12(g,model); 

3: model3(g,model); 
end; 

end; 
write('control = '); 
readln(control); 
CLOSE(fileoutfx); 
CLOSE(fileoutfy); 
CLOSE(fileoutpen); 
end 

end. 
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Program generalb; {This program is used to calculate Bx, By in air gap versus rotation speed. See Fig. 4.7} 

var i,j,control,model:integer; 
g,H,fw,m,MO,M1 ,Mmax,tau,cc1 ,cc2,phi1 ,sp1,phi2,sp2,nO,n1 ,q:real; 
v,bx,by:array[1 .. 25) of real; 
fileoutbx, fileoutby :text; 

con st 
pi =3.14159; 
nuO = 4 •pi•1 E-7; 
nup= 1.05; 
nur=2000; 
Br=1.15; 
w=O; 
gama= 1.85.1E+6; 
ro= 1/gama; 
I= 2.9•1 E-3; 
hm = 1.6.1E-3; 
hh=0.5•1E-3; 
r=6.25•1 E-3; 
pp=6; 
n= 1; 

procedure gohome(m,n:integerl; {For writing output file} 

begin 
if m= 1 then 
begin 
append(fileoutbxl; 
append(fileoutbyl; 

tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutby,v[i) •60/(2 *pi•rl: 1 0 ,' ', by[i): 1 OI; 

tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutbx,v[i). 601(2. pi. rl: 1 o.· , ,bx[i): 1 OI; 
end; 

if m =2 then 
begin 
append(fileoutbxl;append(fileoutbyl; 
writeln(fileoutbyl; append(fileoutbyl; 
writeln(fileoutbx I; append (fileoutbx I; 

tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutby ,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi• rl : 1 0,' ', by[i): 1 OI; 

tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutbx,v[i) • 60/(2 •pi • rl: 10,' ',bx[i): 1 OI; 

end; 

if m =3 then 
begin 
append (fileoutbx I; 
append (fileoutby l; 

writeln(fileoutbyl; append(fileoutby); 
writeln(fileoutbx); append(fileoutbx); 

tor i:= 1 to 20 do 



writeln(fileoutby,v[i}*60/(2 *pi* rl: 1 0,' ', by[i}: 1 OI; 

tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutbx,v[iJ* 601(2 • pi • r): 10,' ',bx[i}: 1 0); 
end; 

end; 

procedure model12(g:real;model:integer); {Bx, By calculation in Model 1 and Model 2} 
var a 1,a2,d2,d l,Bpo,fw:real; 

i,j,nn :integer; 

begin 
fw: = {lsin(pi*w/tau)/(pi *w/taull;} 1; 
Mmax: =Br/nuO; 

MO: =4 *Mmax*(sin(N*pi/211*fw/(n*pi); 
Ml: =4 •Mmax/pi; 
v(l}: =0.1; 

if model = 1 then 
begin 
d2: = -exp(-pi • (2 • g + hml/taul; 
a2: = -(tau• Ml • exp(-pi • g/tau)lpill(( 1 + nupl • exp(·2 • pi • g/taul + d2 • (1-nupll; 
al:= a2• (exp(-2 *pi*g/taul + d21; 
Bpo: =-nuO*al *pi/tau; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
cel:= (nuO •v[iJ • hhll(2 • rol; 
sp 1: = (2 *bpoll( nuO • sqrt ( 1 + (2 • rol(nuO • v[i) • hhll • (2 • ro/(nuO • v[iJ* hhll I ); 
Bx(i}:=(nu0/2)*spl*sqrt( 11(1 +ccl*cclll; 
By[i]:=Bpo+(nu0/21*sp1*(-sqrt(ccl*cc11(1 +ccl*ccllll; 
v(i + 1}: =vliJ +0.3; 
end; 
gohome(model,nl; 

end; 

if model = 2 then 
begin 
H: =g + 1.6*1E-3; 
d 1: = -exp(-2 • pi • H/taul; 
d2: = -exp(-pi • 2 • (g + hml/tau); 
a2: = -(tau• Ml • exp(-pi*g/tau)/pill((l + nupl* exp(-2 • pi • g/taul + d2 • (1-nup)); 
al:=a2*( exp(-2*pi*g/taul+d2 I; 
Bpo: =-nuO*al*pi/tau; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
cc2: = (nuo• ( 1-d l)*vlil* hhll(2 • rol; 
sp2:=(2*bpo)l( nu0*(1-dl)*sqrt ( 1 + (2*rol(nu0*(1-dl)*v(i]*hhll*(2•rol(nu0•(1-dl)*v(iJ*hhll 1 I; 
Bx(i]:=(nu0*(1-dll/21*sp2*sqrt( 11(1 +cc2*cc21 I; 
By(i]: = Bpo + (nuO • ( 1-d 1 l/21 • sp2 • (-sqrt(cc2 • cc2/( 1 + cc2 • cc2111; 
v[i+ 1]:=v[i}+0.3; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 

end; 
end; 

Procedure model3(g:real;model:integerl; {Bx, By calculation in Model 3} 
var k 1,k2,m0 1,1ambda21,sigma,k,S,beta,alpha,alpha l,beta 1,p,q,a,b,b2y ,b2x:real; 

i,n,nn:integer; 
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begin 
fw: = 1; {(sin(n*pi*w/tau)/(n*pi*w/tau));} 
Mmax: = Br/nuO; 
MO: =4 *Mmax• (sin(n*pi/2))*fw/(n*pi); 
M1: =4 *Mmax/pi; 
H: =g + 1 .6* 1 E-3; 

k1: =exp(2*pi*H/tau); 
k2: =exp(2 • pi*g/tau); 
m01: =tau*M1 •exp(pi*g/tau)/pi; 
lambda2 1: = 1 /(k2-k1 ); 
sigma:= nup *lambda2 1 • (k 1 + k2); 
k: =-2 *pi* nu0*m01 /tau; 
nO: = nur• ( 1 +sigma)+ k2 • nur• ( 1 -sigma); 
n1: = -(1 -sigma)+ k2 • (1 -sigma); 
v[1):=0.1; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
S: = (m*v[i) •tau)/pi; 
beta: =sqrt(-0.5 + 0.5 •sqrt(1 + S*S)); 
alpha: = sqrt( 1 + beta • beta); 
q: =nO*nO + 2 • alpha *n0*n1 + (alpha *alpha + beta• beta)*n1 *n1; 

By[i): = (2 • nuo• nur• m01 • pi)/(tau• q) • sqrt( (nO +alp ha • n1 )* (nO +alp ha •n 1) + (beta • n 1) • (beta • n1) ); 
Bx[i): = (2 • nuo• nur• mO 1 • pi)/(tau• q) • sqrt( (beta • nOl • (beta • nOl 
+ (alpha •no + n1 • (alpha* alpha + beta*beta))* (alpha • nO + n1 • (alpha* alp ha+ beta * betall ); 

v[i + 1 ): = v[i) + 0.3; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 
end; 

begin 
ASSIGN(fileoutbx,'a:\b 1 m 1 23.bx'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutby, 'a:\b 1 m 1 23.by'); 
REWRITE(fileoutbx); 
REWRITE(fileoutby); 

tau: =pi*r/pp; 
m: =gama•nuO*nur; 

write('control = '); 
readln(control); 
while control < > 0 do 
begin 
g: = 1.1 • 1 E-3; 
tor model:= 1 to 3 do (model loop} 
begin 
case model of 
1,2: model1 2(g,model); 

3: model3(g,model); 
end; 

end; 
write('control = '); 
readln(control); 
CLOSE(fileoutbxl; 
CLOSE(fileoutby l; 
end 

end. 
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Program ggap; {This program is used to calculate the air gap field versus rotor position. see Fig. 4.6} 

var i,j,control,model,xc:integer; 
g,H,fw,m,MO,M1,Mmax,tau,cc1,cc2,phi1,phi2,sp1,sp2,x,n0,n1 :real; 
v: real; 
bx,by:array[ 1 .. 1 OI of real; 
depth: real; 
fileoutbx,fileoutby :text; 

const 
pi=3.14159; 
nuO = 4 • pi • 1 E-7; 
nup= 1.05; 
nur=2000; 
Br=1 .15; 
w=O; 
gama = 1.87 •1 E + 6; 
ro = 1/gama; 
I =2.9•1 E-3; 
hm = 1.6 •1 E-3; 
hh=0.5•1E-3; 
r=6 .25.1E-3; 
pp=6; 
n= 1; 

procedure gohome(model:integer); {For writing the output file} 
var i:integer; 

begin 
if model = 1 then 
begin 
append (fileoutbx); 
append(fileoutby); 
for i:= 1 to 9 do 
begin 
writeln(fileoutby, ( 180/tau) • (i-1) •tau/8 : 10, • • ,by(i): 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutbx, (180/tau) • (i-1) • tau/8: 1 0.' ',bx(i) : 1 0); 
end; 
end; 

if model = 2 then 
begin 

writeln(fileoutbx); append(fileoutbx); 
writeln(fileoutby); append(fileoutby); 
for i:= 1 to 9 do 
begin 
writeln(fileoutby, ( 180/tau) • (i-1 l •tau/8 :1 0,' • ,by[i): 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutbx, ( 180/tau)• (i-1) •tau/8 :1 0,' • ,bx[i): 1 0); 
end; 
end; 

if model = 3 then 
begin 

writeln(fileoutbx); append(fileoutbx); 
writeln(fileoutby); append(fileoutby); 
for i:= 1 to 9 do 
begin 
writeln(fileoutby, (180/tau) • (i-1) •tau/8: 10, • • ,by[i): 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutbx, (180/tau) • (i-1 1 •tau/8: 10, • • ,bx[i): 1 OI; 
end; 

end; 
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- - - - - --- ----- ------- ---

end; 

procedure model1 2(g:real; model:integer); {For air gap filed Bx, By calculation in Model 1 and Model 2} 
var a1 ,a2,d2,d1 ,Bpo,fw:real; 

i,j,nn :integer; 

begin 
fw: = {(sin(pi•wttau)/(pi•wttau));}1; 
Mmax: = Br/nuO; 
MO: =4 •Mmax•(sin(N•pi/2))•fw/(n•pi); 
M1: = 4 •Mmax/pi; 
v: =0.0001; 
if model= 1 then 
begin 
d2: = -exp(-pi • (2 • g + hm)/tau); 
a2: = -(tau•M 1 • exp(-pi • g/tau)/pi)/((1 + nup) • exp(-2 • pi • g/tau) + d2 • ( 1 -nup)); 
a1:=a2•( exp(-2•pi•gttau)+d2 ); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/tau; 
x:=O; 
tor xc: =0 to 8 do 
begin 
x: =xc•tau/8; 
cc 1: = (nuo•v • hh)/(2 • rol; 
sp1:=(2•bpo)/( nuo•sqrt ( 1 + (2•ro/(nuo•v•hh)).(2•ro/(nuo•v•hh)) ) ); 
Bx[xc + 1 I: = Bpo • sin(x • pi/tau) + (nu0/21 • sp 1 • (cos(x • pi/tau) • sqrt( 1 /( 1 + cc1 • cc 1 )) 

+sin(x•pi/tau)•sqrt( cc1 •cc1/(1 +cc1 •cc1 )) ); 

By[xc + 1 1: = Bpo • cos(x • pi/tau)+ (nu0/2) • sp 1 • (sin(x • pi/tau) • sqrt( 1/( 1 +cc 1 • cc 1 I ) 
-cos(x•pi/tau)•sqrt(cc1 •cc1/(1 +cc1 •cc1 ll ); 

end; 
gohome(model); 

end; 

if model = 2 then 
begin 
H: = g + 1 .6 • 1 E-3; 
d1 : =-exp(-2•pi•Httau); 
d2: = -exp(-pi • 2 • (g + hm)/tau); 
a2: = -(tau • M 1 • exp(-pi • g/tau)/pi)/((1 + nup) • exp(-2 • pi • g/tau) + d2 • (1 -nup)); 
a 1: =a2 • (exp(-2 • pi•gttau) + d2); 
Bpo: =-nuo•a1 •pi/tau; 
x:=O; 
tor xc: =0 to 8 do 
begin 
x: = xc • tau/8; 
cc2: = (nuo• (1-d1 I •v • hh)/(2 • rol; 
sp2:=(2•bpo)/( nuo•sqrt ( 1 + (2•ro/(nu0•(1-d1)•v•hh)).(2•ro/(nu0•(1-d1)•v•hh)) ) ); 
Bx[xc + 1 1: = Bpo • sin(x • pi/tau)+ (nuo• ( 1 -d 1 )/21 • sp 1 • ( cos(x • pi/tau) • 
sqrt( 1/(1 +cc2•cc21 l+sin(x•pi/tau)•sqrt( cc2•cc2/(1 +cc2•cc2)) ); 

By[xc + 11: = Bpo • cos(x • pi/tau)+ (nuo• (1 -d1 }/2)• sp 1 • (sin(x • pi/tau) • sqrt( 1 /(1 + cc2 • cc2) I 
-cos(x • pi/tau) • sqrt(cc2 • cc2/(1 + cc2 • cc2)) I; 
end; 
gohome(model); 

end; 
end; 

Procedure model3(g:real; model:integer); {For field calculation in Model 3} 
var k 1 ,k2,m01 ,lambda2 1 ,sigma,k,S,beta,alpha,alpha 1 ,beta 1 ,p,q,a,b,b2y ,b2x:real; 

i,n,nn:integer; 
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begin 
fw: = 1; {(sin(n*pi*w/tau)/{n•pi•wttau));} 
Mmax: =Br/nuO; 
MO: = 4 • Mmax • (sin(n• pi/2Wfw/(n• pi); 
H: =g + 1.6•1 E-3; 

k1: =exp(2•pi•Httau); 
k2: = exp(2 • pi • g/tau); 
m01: =4 •tau• Mmax•exp(pi•gttau)/(pi• pi); 
lambda21: = 1/(k2-k 1 ); 
sigma:=nup•lambda21*(k1 +k2); 
k: =-2 •pi•nuo•m01/tau; 
nO:=nur•( (1 +sigma)+k2.(1-sigma) ); 
n1: = (1-sigma)• (k2-1 ); 
v: =0.0001; 
S: = (m•v•tau}/pi; 
beta: =sqrt(-0.5 +0.5*sqrt(1 + s•s)); 
alpha: = sqrt(1 + beta *beta); 

for xc: =0 to 8 do 
begin 
x: =xc•tau/8; 
By[xc+1):=( pi•2•nuo•nur•m01/tau )/ 

( (nO +alp ha • n 1) • (nO +alp ha • n 1) + (beta • n 1 ) • (beta • n 1) 
•( (n0+alpha•n1)•cos(pi*x/tau) + (beta*n1)•sin(pi*x/tau) ); 

Bx[xc + 1 ): ==(pi • 2 •nuo• nur• m01/tau)/ 

end; 

( (n0+alpha*n1 )•(n0+alpha*n1) + (beta*n1 )*(beta*n1) ) 
• ( (nO +alp ha •n 1) • ( beta • cos(pi • x/tau)+ alp ha • sin(pi •xttau) 
+ (beta • n1) • ( alp ha • cos(pi • x/tau) - beta • sin(pi •xttau) ) ); 

gohome(model); 
end; 

begin {Main Program} 
ASSIGN(fileoutbx,'a:\b3m123 .bx'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutby, 'a:\b3m 123.by'); 

REWRITE(fileoutbx); 
REWRITE(fileoutby); 

tau: =pi•rtpp; 
m: =gama•nuO*nur; 

write('control = '); 
readln(control); 
while control< >0 do 
begin 
g: = 1 .1 • 1 E-3; 
for model:= 1 to 3 do {model loop} 
begin 
case model of 
1,2: model12(g,model); 
3: model3(g,model); 
end; 
end; 

write('control ='I; 
readln(control); 
CLOSE(fileoutbxi;CLOSE(fileoutby); 

end 
end. 
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Program harmf; {This program is used to calculate each and total harmonie of Fx (Tioss), Fy versus speed. 
See Fig. 4 .5} 

var i,j,control,model:integer; 
g,H,fw,MO,Mmax,taun,n0,n1 :real; 
v,S,alpha, beta, q,c:array[1..251 of real; 
Fx,Fy:array[1 .. 25, 1 .. 5) of real; 
Fxx,Fyy:array[1 .• 251 of real; 
fileoutm 1 fx, fileoutm 1 fy ,fileoutm2fx, fileoutm2fy , fileoutm3fx, fileoutm3fy:text; 

const 
pi =3. 141 59; 
nuO =4 "pi" 1 E-7; 
nup= 1.05; 
nur=2000; 
Br= 1.1 5; 
w=O; 
gama = 1 .87"1E+6; 
ro= 1/gama; 
tau= 3.272 • 1 E-3; 
1=2.9"1E-3; 
m =gama•nuO"nur; 
hm = 1.6 • 1 E-3; 
hh=0.5"1E-3; 
pp=6; 
r=6.25"1E-3; 

Procedure matrixadd ( model:integer;g:real); {The total harmonie of Fx (Tioss) and Fy } 

var i:integer; 

begin 
case model of 
1 :begin 
v[1):=0.1; 
append(fileoutm 1 fy); 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fy); 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fy); 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fyy[i) : = Fy[i, 1 I+ Fy[i,3) + Fy[i,5); 
writeln(fileoutm1 fy,v[i)"60/(2 "pi" r):10,' ',Fyy[i): 1 0); 
v[i + 1 ): =vliJ+ 0 .30; 

end; 

append(fileoutm 1 fx); 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fx); 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fx); 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fxx[i): = Fx[i, 1 I+ Fx[i,3) + Fx[i,5) ; 
writeln(fileoutm1 fx,v[i) • 601(2" pi • r): 10, • • ,r• Fxx[i): 1 0); 
v[i + 1): =vliJ +0.30; 

end; 
end; 

2:begin 
v[1):=0.1; 
append(fileoutm2fy); 
writeln(fileoutm2fy); 
writeln(fileoutm2fy); 



for i: = 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fyylil: = Fyli. 1 I+ Fyli,31 + Fyli,51; 
writeln(fileoutm2fy ,vliJ•60/(2 •pi•rl:1 0,' ',Fyylil: 1 OI; 
vli + 11: =vliJ+ 0.30; 

end; 

append(fileoutm2fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fxl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fxxlil: = Fxli, 1 I+ Fxli,3) + Fxli,5); 
writeln(fileoutm2fx,vliJ• 60/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' • ,r• Fxxlil: 1 OI; 
vli + 1 ): =vliJ +0.30; 

end; 
end; 

3:begin 
vl1 ): =0.0001; 
append (fileoutm 3fy I; 
writeln(fileoutm3fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm3fyl; 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fyylil: = Fyli. 1 I+ Fyli,31 + Fyli,5); 
writeln(fileoutm3fy ,vlil.60/(2 • pi •rl: 1 0,' ',Fyylil: 1 OI; 
vli + 1 ): =vliJ +0.30; 

end; 

append (fileoutm3fx I; 
writeln(fileoutm3fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm3fxl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fxxlil: = Fx[i, 1 I+ Fx[i,3) + Fxli,5); 
writeln(fileoutm3fx,vliJ• 60/(2 • pi • rl: 10, • ',r• Fxx[i): 1 OI; 
vli + 1): =vliJ +0.30; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

procedure gohome(m,n:integerl; {For output file writing} 

begin 
vl1 ): =0.0001; 

if m = 1 then 
begin 
case n of 
1 :begin 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fy ,vliJ• 60/(2 • pi • rl: 10, • •. Fyli,n): 1 OI; 

writeln(fileoutm 1 fxl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fx,vliJ• 60/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' • ,r•fxli,n): 1 OI; 
end; 
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3:begin 
append(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm1 fyl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1fy,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi • rl:1 0,' ', Fy[i,n): 1 OI; 

append(fileoutm1 fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm1 fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm1 fxl; 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fx,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ',r•tx[i,n): 1 OI; 
end; 

5:begin 
append(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm1fy,v[i) *60/(2 • pi *rl:1 0,' ', Fy[i,n): 1 OI; 

append(fileoutm 1 fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fxl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fx,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ',r• fx[i,n): 1 OI; 
end; 
end; 

end; 

if m = 2 then 
begin 
case n of 
1 :begin 
writeln(fileoutm2fyl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm2fy,v[i) *60/(2 *pi *rl: 10,' ', Fy[i,n): 1 OI; 

writeln(fileoutm2fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fxl; 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm2fx,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,n): 1 OI; 
end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm2fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 fyl; 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm2fy,v[i)* 60/(2 • pi•rl:1 0,' ', Fy[i,n):1 OI; 

append(fileoutm2fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fxl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fxl; 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm2fx,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi •rl: 10,' ',r•tx[i,n): 1 OI; 
end; 

5:begin 
append(fileoutm2fyl; 
writeln(fileoutm2fyl; 
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writeln(fileoutm2fy l; 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm2fy, vliJ • 60/(2 • pi • r): 1 0,' •, Fy[i,n): 1 0); 

append(fileoutm 1 fx); 
writeln(fileoutm2fx); 
writeln(fileoutm2fx); 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm2fx,v[i) • 60/(2 *pi* r): 10,' ',r•tx[i,n): 1 0); 
end; 
end; 

end; 

if m=3 then 
begin 
case n of 
1 :begin 
writeln(fileoutm3fy); 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm3fy ,vliJ • 60/(2 • pi *r): 10,' ', Fy[i,n): 1 0); 

writeln(fileoutm3fx); 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm3fx,v[i) *60/(2 *pi*r): 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,n): 1 0); 
end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm3fy); 
writeln(fileoutm3fy); 
writeln(fileoutm3fy); 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm3fy ,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi* r): 1 0,' ', Fy[i,n): 1 0); 

append (fileoutm 3fx); 
writeln(fileoutm3fx); 
writeln(fileoutm3fx); 
tor i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm3fx,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi • r): 1 0,' ',r•fx[i,n): 1 0); 
end; 

5:begin 
append(fileoutm3fy); 
writeln(fileoutm3fy); 
writeln(fileoutm3fy); 
tor i:= 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm3fy ,v[i) • 60/(2 • pi *r): 1 0,' •, Fy[i,n): 1 0); 

append(fileoutm3fx); 
writeln(fileoutm3fx); 
writeln(fileoutm3fx); 
for i: = 1 to 20 do 
writeln(fileoutm3fx,v[i) *60/(2 *pi*r): 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,n): 1 0); 
end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

procedure model12(g:real;model:integer); {Fx (Tioss) and Fy calculation in Model 1 and Model 2} 
var a1,a2,d2,d1,Bpo,taun,fw:real; 

i,j,n ,nn :integer; 
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begin 
for nn: = 1 to 3 do 
begin 
n:=nn•2-1; 
taun: =tau/n; 
fw: = {(sin(pi•wttaun)!(pi•wttaun));} 1; 
Mmax: =Br/nuO; 
MO: = 4 • Mmax • (sin(N • pi/2))•fw!(n"pi); 
v[1 ): =0.0001; 

if model= 1 then 
begin 
d2: =-exp(-pi•(2"g + hm)/taun); 
a2: = -(taun• MO" exp(-pi • g/tau)/pi)/((1 + nup) • exp(-2 • pi • g/taun) + d2 • (1 -nup)); 
a1:=a2"( exp(-2•pi•gttaun)+d2 ); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/taun; 
for i:= 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Fx[i,n): = -pp•l•taun• ro • Bpo • Bpo/(v[i)• hh• ((ro!(v[i)• hh)) • (ro/(v[i)• hhll + (nu0/2) • (nu0/2))); 
Fy[i,n): = -pp•l•taun• nuO• Bpo• Bpo/(2 • ((ro!(v[i)• hh)) • (ro!(v[i)• hh)) + (nu0/2) • (nu0/2))); 
v[i + 1 ): = v[i) + 0.30; 
end; 

gohome(model,n); 
end; 

if model = 2 then 
begin 
H:=g+1.6•1E-3; 
d 1: = -exp(-2 • pi • H/taun); 
d2: = -exp(-pi • 2 • (g + hm)/taun); 
a2: = -(taun• MO" exp(-pi • g/tau)/pi)/((1 + nup)• exp(-2 • pi • g/taun) + d2 • (1 -nup)); 
a 1: = a2 • (exp(-2 • pi • g/taun) + d2); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/taun; 
for i: = 1 to 20 do 
begin 
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Fx[i,n): = -pp •1•taun• ro • Bpo • Bpo!(v[i)• hh • ((ro!(v[i)• hh)) • (ro/(v[i)• hh)) + (nuo• (1 -d 1 )/2) • (nuo• (1 -d 1 )/2))); 
Fy[i,n): = -pp •1•taun• nuO • Bpo • Bpo/(2 • ((ro!(v[iJ• hh)) • (ro/(v[i)• hh)) + (nuo• (1 -d 1 )/2)• (nuO • (1 -d 1 )/2))); 
v[i + 1 ): =v[i) + 0.30; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 

end; 
end; 
matrixadd(model,g); 

end; 

Procedure model3(g:real;model:integer); {Fx (Tioss) and Fy calculation in Model 3} 
var k 1 ,k2,m01 ,lambda2 1 ,sigma,k:real; 

i,n,nn:integer; 

begin 
tor nn: = 1 to 3 do 
begin 
n:=nn•2-1; 
taun: = tau/n; 
fw: = 1; {(sin(n•pi•wttaun)!(n•pi"w/taun));} 
Mmax: =Br/nuO; 
MO: =4 "Mmax • (sin(n•pi/2))"fw/(n•pi); 
H:=g+ 1.6"1E-3; 

k 1: = exp(2 • pi • H/taun); 
k2: =exp(2"pi•gttaun); 
m01: =taun•MO"exp(pi•gttaun)/pi; 



lambda21: = 1/(k2-k 1 ); 
sigma:=nup*lambda21*(k1 +k2); 
nO: ==nur• (1 +sigma)+ k2 •nur• (1-sigma); 
n1: == -( 1-sigma) + k2 • (1-sigma); 
v[1 ): ==0.0001; 

for i:== 1 to 20 do 
begin 
S[i): =(ga ma • nuo• nur•v[i) •taunl/pi; 
beta[i): == sqrt(-0.5 + 0.5 • sqrt(1 + S[i) • S[i))); 
alpha[i): == sqrt(1 + beta[i) • beta[i)); 
q[i): == no• nO + 2 • alphal iJ • no• n 1 + (alpha[i) • alpha[i) + beta[i) • beta[i))* n 1 • n 1; 
c[i): = 2 *l*nu0*nur*pi*pi*m01 •m01; 
Fx[i,n): == -pp • (2 • c[i) • beta[i))/(taun•q[i)); 
fy[i,n): = pp • ( nur/(taun• q[i)) I • ( 1-(alpha[i) • alpha[i) + beta[i) • beta[i))/(nur• nur) ); 
v[i + 1 ): ==v[i) + 0.3; 
end; 
gohome(model,n); 
end; 
matrixadd (model,g I; 

end; 

begin 
ASSIGN(fileoutm 1 fx, 'a:\f2m 1 n135. Tlos'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm 1 fy, 'a:\f2m 1 n 135. fy'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm2fx,'a:\f2m2n135.Tios'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm2fy ,'a:\f2m2n 135. fy'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm3fx,'a:\f2m3n135.Tios'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm3fy, 'a:\f2m3n 135. fy'); 

REWRITE(fileoutm 1 fx); 
REWRITE(fileoutm 1 fy); 
REWRITE(fileoutm2fx); 
REWRITE(fileoutm 2fy I; 
REWRITE(fileoutm 3 fx); 
REWRITE(fileoutm 3fy); 

write('control == '); 
readln(control); 
while control < > 0 do 
begin 
g: == 1.1 •1 E-3; 
tor model:== 1 to 3 do (model loop} 
begin 
case model of 
1,2: model12(g,model); 

3: model3(g,model); 
end; 

end; 
write('control == '); 
readln(control); 
CLOSE(fileoutm 1 fx); 
CLOSE(fileoutm 1 fy); 
CLOSE(fileoutm2fx); 
CLOSE(fileoutm2fy); 
CLOSE(fileoutm3fx); 
CLOSE(fileoutm3fy); 
end 

end. 
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Program Magnetf; {This program is used to calculate Fx, Fy versus g (air gap length) while the total hight 
H keeps constant. See Fig. 4.8} 

var i,j,control,model,gc:integer; 
g,hm,fw,m,MO,Mn,tau:real; 
v: real; 
Fx,Fy ,depth: real; 
fileoutfx, fileoutfy, 
fileoutpen:text; 

con st 
pi= 3.14159; 
nuO =4 *pi*1 E-7; 
nup = 1.05; 
nur = 2000; 
Br = 1.15; 
w=O; 
ga ma= 1.87 *1 E + 6; 
ro = 1/gama; 
I =2.9*1 E-3; 
H =2.7*1 E-3; 
hh=0.5*1 E-3; 
r=6.25*1E-3; 
pp=6; 
n= 1; 

procedure gohome(m,gc:integer); {for writing output file} 

begin 
if model= 1 then 
begin 
case ge of 
1 :begin 
append (fileoutfx I; 
append(fileoutfy); 
append (fileoutpen); 
writeln(fileoutfy, g:10,' ',Fy:10); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 10,' ',r• fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0,' ',depth: 1 OI; 
end; 

2:begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g:10,' ',Fy:10); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 10,' ',r• fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0,' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

3: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0,' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' ',r*fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0,' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

4: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g:10,' ',Fy:10); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 10,' ',r *fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0,' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

5: begin 



writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0.' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0.' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0.' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

end; 
end; 

if model= 2 then 
begin 
case ge of 
1 :begin 

writeln(fileoutfx); append(fileoutfx); 
writeln(fileoutfy); append(fileoutfy); 
writeln(fileoutpen); append(fileoutpen); 
writeln(fileoutfy, g:10.' ',Fy:10); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10,' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

2:begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g:10.' ',Fy:10); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0.' ',r• fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10,' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

3: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0.' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0.' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0.' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

4:begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0.' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0.' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10,' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

5: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0,' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0.' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0.' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

end; 
end; 

if model = 3 then 
begin 
case ge of 
1 :begin 

writeln(fileoutfx); append(fileoutfx); 
writeln(fileoutfy); append(fileoutfy); 
writeln(fileoutpen); append(fileoutpen); 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0.' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 1 0.' ',depth: 1 0); 
end; 

2:begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0.' ',Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' ',r•fx: 1 0); 
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writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10, • ',depth: 1 OI; 
end; 

3: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g:10,' ',Fy:10); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' • ,r•tx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10, • • ,depth: 1 0); 
end; 

4: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0,' ',Fy: 1 OI; 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' ',r•tx: 1 OI; 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10, • • ,depth: 1 0); 
end; 

5: begin 
writeln(fileoutfy, g: 1 0,' • ,Fy: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutfx,g: 1 0,' ',r•tx: 1 0); 
writeln(fileoutpen,g: 10, • • ,depth: 1 0); 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

procedure model12(g:real;gc,model:integer); {Fx and Fy calculation tor Model 1 and Model 3} 
var a1,a2,d2,d1,Bpo,fw:real; 

i,j,nn :integer; 

begin 
hm: =H-g; 
fw: = { (sin(pi •w/tau)/(pi •w/tau));} 1; 
MO: = Br/nuO; 
Mn: =4 •Mo• (sin(N •pi/211 •tw/(n• pi); 
v: =2.94; 

if model = 1 then 
begin 
d2: = -exp(-pi • hm/tau); 
a2: = -(tau• Mn/pi)/((1-d2) • nup + (1 + d2)); 
a1: = a2•(1 +d21; 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi • exp(-pi • g/tau)/tau; 
Fx: =-pp •r•tau• ro •spo • Bpo/(v • hh• ((ro/(v • hh)) • (ro/(v • hh)) + (nu0/21 • (nu0/2111; 
Fy: = -pp •r•tau • nuo• Bpo • Bpo/(2 • ((ro/(v • hh)) • (ro/(v • hh)) + (nu0/2) • (nu0/2111; 
gohome(model,gc); 

end; 

if model = 2 then 
begin 
hm: =H-g; 
d1: =-exp(-2•pi•H/tau); 
d2: =-exp(-pi• 2 •hm/tau); 
a2: =-(tau*Mn/pil/((1-d2)•nup + (1 + d2)); 
a1: = a2•(1 +d2); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi • exp(-pi • g/taul/tau; 
Fx: = -pp•l•tau• ro• Bpo • Bpo/(v • hh• ((ro/(v • hh)) • (ro/(v • hhll + (nuo• (1-d 1 1121• (nuo• (1-d1 1/2111; 
Fy: = -pp •r•tau• nuo• Bpo • Bpo/(2 • ((ro/(v • hh)) • (ro/(v • hh)) + (nuO • (1-d 1 1/21 • (nuO • (1-d 1 1/2111; 
gohome(model,gc); 

end; 
end; 
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Procedure model3(g:real;gc,model:integer); {Fx and Fy calculation for Model 3} 
var k 1 ,k2,m01 ,lambda21 ,sigma,k,S,beta,alpha,alpha 1 ,beta 1 ,p,q,a,b,b2y,b2x:real; 

i,n,nn:integer; 

begin 
fw: = 1; {(sin(n• pi •w/taul/(n• pi•wJtaull;} 
MO: = Br/nuO; 
Mn: =4 • MO• (sin(n•pi/2))•fw/(n•pi); 
hm: =H-g; 

k 1: = exp(2 • pi • H/taul; 
k2: =exp(2•pi•gJtau); 
m01: =4 •tau•Mo•exp(pi•gJtaul/(pi•pi); 
lambda21: = 1/(k2-k11; 
sigma: =nup•lambda21•(k1 +k21; 
k: =-2 •pi•nuO•m01/tau; 
v:=2.94; 
S: = (m•v•taul/pi; 
beta: = sqrt(-0.5 + O.S • sqrt(1 + S • Sll; 
alpha: = sqrt( 1 + beta • beta); 
beta 1: = beta/nur; 
alp ha 1: = alpha/nur; 
p: = ((alpha 1-11• (sigma+ 11 + k2 • (alpha 1 + 11• (sigma· 1 11; 
q: = beta 1 • ((sigma+ 11 + k2 • (sigma-1 )); 
a: =p/(p•p +q•q); 
b: =q/(p•p +q•q); 

Fy: = pp • k •k •1•tau• (nur•nur• (a • a+ b • b)-((alpha • b-beta • a)• (alpha • b-beta • al 
+ (alpha•a + beta•b)• (alpha•a + beta•blll/(2 •nuo•nur•nur); 

Fx: = pp •k •k•l•tau• (-beta • (a • a+ b• bll/(nuo• nur); 
depth: = sqrt(2 • r/(gama • nuO • nur•v)); 
gohome(model,gc); 
end; 

begin 
ASSIGN(fileoutfx, 'a:\f4m123. fx'l; 
ASSIGN(fileoutfy, 'a:\f4m 123. fy'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutpen,'a:\f4m3.pen'l; 

REWRITE(fileoutfx); 
REWRITE(fileoutfy I; 
REWRITE(fileoutpen); 

tau:= pi • r/pp; 
m: =gama•nuo•nur; 

write('control = 'I; 
readln(control); 
while control < > 0 do 
begin 
tor model:= 1 to 3 do {model loop} 
begin 
g: =0.9.1E-3; 
case model of 
1 ,2:begin 

tor ge:= 1 to 5 do 
begin 
model1 2(g,gc,model); 
g:=g+0.1 •1E-3; 
end; 
end; 
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3:begin 
for ge: = 1 to 5 do 
begin 
model3(g,gc,model); 
g: =g +0.1"1 E-3; 
end; 
end; 
end; 

end; 
write('control = '); 
readln(control); 
CLOSE(fileoutfxl; 
CLOSE(fileoutfy); 
CLOSE(fileoutpen); 
end 

end. 
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Program polenumb; {This program is used to calculate Fx (Tioss), Fy vs. n (rotation speed) while The pole 
number is taken as the third parameter. See Fig. 4.9} 

var i,j,control,model,pp:integer; 
g,H,fw,m,MO,M1 ,Mmax,tau,n0,n1 :real; 
v:array[1 .. 251 of real; 
Fx,Fy ,depth:array[ 1 .. 20, 1 .. 5) of re al; 
fileoutm 1 taufx, fileoutm 1 taufy, 
fileoutm2taufx, fileoutm2taufy, 
fileoutm3taufx, fileoutm3taufy :text; 

const 
pi =3. 141 59; 
nuO =4 •pi• 1 E-7; 
nup= 1 .05; 
nur=2000; 
Br=1.15; 
w=O; 
ga ma= 1 .8 7 • 1 E + 6; 
ro = 1 /ga ma; 
I= 2.9• 1 E-3; 
hm = 1 .6 • 1 E-3; 
hh=0.5.1E-3; 
r=6.25.1E-3; 
n = 1; 

procedure gohome(m,gc:integer);{ tor writing output file} 

begin 
v[1): =0.1; 

if pp = 1 then 
begin 

case model of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutm 1 taufx); 
append(fileoutm 1 taufy); 

for i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm1taufy,60•v[i)/(2 •pi•r):1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc): 1 0); 
for i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx,60 •v[i)/(2 • pi • r): 1 0.' ',r•tx[i,gc): 1 0); 

end; 

2:begin 
append(fileoutm2taufx); 
append (fileoutm2taufy ); 

tor i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufy,60•v[i)/(2 •pi•r): 1 0.' ', Fy[i,gc):1 0); 
tor i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufx,60 •v[i)/(2 • pi •r): 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,gc): 1 0); 

end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm3taufx); 
append (fileoutm3taufy ); 



for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufy ,60 • v[i)/(2 *pi • rl: 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc): 1 OI; 
for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufx,60*v[i)/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ',r• fx[i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp =2 then 
begin 
case model of 
1 :begin 
append (fileoutm 1 taufx I; writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx I; 
append(fileoutm1 taufyl; writeln(fileoutm 1 taufyl; 

tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm1taufy ,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl:1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc): 1 OI; 
tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx,60*v(i)/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' ',r•fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

2:begin 
append(fileoutm2taufxl; writeln(fileoutm2taufxl; 
append(fileoutm2taufyl; writeln(fileoutm2taufyl; 

tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufy ,60*v(i)/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ', Fy(i,gc): 1 OI; 
tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufx,60*v(i)/(2 *pi* rl: 1 0,' ',r*fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm3taufxl; writeln(fileoutm3taufxl; 
append(fileoutm3taufyl; writeln(fileoutm3taufyl; 

tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufy,60*v(i)/(2 *pi* rl: 1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc): 1 OI; 
tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufx,60*v(i)/(2 • pi* rl: 10,' ',r•fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp=3 then 
begin 

case model of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutm 1 taufxl; writeln(fileoutm 1 taufxl; 
append (fileoutm 1 taufy I; writeln(fileoutm 1 taufy I; 

for i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm1taufy,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl:1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc):1 OI; 
tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm1 taufx,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl : 1 0,' ',r•tx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

2:begin 
append(fileoutm2taufxl; writeln(fileoutm2taufxl; 
append(fileoutm2taufyl; writeln(fileoutm2taufyl; 
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for i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufy ,60 •v[i]!(2 •pi • r): 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc]: 1 OI; 
for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufx,6o•v[i]/(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' ',r•fx[i,gc]: 1 0); 

end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm3taufx); writeln(fileoutm3taufx); 
append(fileoutm3taufy); writeln(fileoutm3taufy); 

for i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufy,60•v[i]/(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc]: 1 0); 

for i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufx,60•v[i]!(2 •pi• r): 10,' ',r•fx[i,gc]: 1 0); 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp =4 then 
begin 
case model of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutm 1 taufx); writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx); 
append(fileoutm 1 taufy); writeln(fileoutm 1 taufy); 

tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufy ,6o•v[i]!(2 • pi • r): 10,' ', Fy[i,gc]: 1 0); 
tor i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx,60 •v[i]/(2 • pi • r): 10,' ',r•tx[i,gc]: 1 0); 

end; 

2:begin 
append(fileoutm2taufx); writeln(fileoutm2taufx); 
append(fileoutm2taufy); writeln(fileoutm2taufy); 

tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufy,60•v[i]!(2 • pi•r): 10,' ', Fy[i,gc]: 1 0); 
for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufx,60•v[i]!(2 • pi • r): 10,' ',r•tx[i,gc]: 1 OI; 

end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm3taufx); writeln(fileoutm3taufx); 
append(fileoutm3taufy); writeln(fileoutm3taufy); 

tor i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufy,60•v[i]!(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc]:1 OI; 
tor i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufx,60•v[il/(2 • pi• r): 10,' ',r•tx[i,gc]: 1 0); 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp = 5 then 
begin 
case model of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutm 1 taufx); writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx); 
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append(tileoutm 1 tautyl; writeln(tileoutm 1 tautyl; 
for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm 1 tauty ,60 •v[i)/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ', Fy(i,gc) : 1 OI; 
for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm 1 tautx,60*v(i)/(2 • pi• rl: 1 0,' ',r•tx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

2 :begin 
append(tileoutm2tautxl; writeln(tileoutm2tautxl; 
append(tileoutm2tautyl; writeln(tileoutm2tautyl; 

for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm2tauty ,60 •v[i)/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ', Fy[i,gc): 1 OI; 
for i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm2tautx,60•v[i)/(2 • pi • rl: 10,' ',r•tx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

3:begin 
append(tileoutm3tautxl; writeln(tileoutm3tautxl; 
append(tileoutm3tautyl; writeln(tileoutm3tautyl; 

for i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm3tauty,60*v(i)/(2 •pi • rl: 1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc): 1 OI; 
tor i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm3tautx,60*v[i)/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' ',r• tx[i,gc) : 1 OI; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp=6 then 
begin 

case model of 
1 :begin 
append(tileoutm 1 tautxl; writeln(tileoutm 1 tautxl; 
append(tileoutm 1 tautyl; writeln(tileoutm 1 tautyl; 

for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm1tauty,60*v(i)/(2*pi•rl: 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc) : 1 OI; 

for i:= 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm 1 tautx,60 •v[iJ/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,gc) : 1 OI; 

end; 

2:begin 
append(tileoutm2tautxl; writeln(tileoutm2tautxl; 
append(tileoutm2tautyl; writeln(tileoutm2tautyl; 

for i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(tileoutm2tauty,6Q•v[i)/(2 •pï•rl:1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc):1 OI; 

tor i: = 1 to 15 do 
writeln(fileoutm2tautx,60 •v[iJ/(2 • pi*r) : 10,' ',r*fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

3:begin 
append (tileoutm3tautx I; writeln(tileoutm 3tautxl; 
append(tileoutm3tautyl; writeln(tileoutm3tautyl; 
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for i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufy,60•v[i]/(2 •pi*rl: 1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc): 1 OI; 

for i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufx,60*v(i)/(2 • pi •r): 10,' ',r•fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp=7 then 
begin 

case model of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutm 1 taufxl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufxl; 
append(fileoutm 1 taufyl; 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufyl; 

for i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1taufy,60•v[i]/(2 •pi•rl: 1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc]: 1 OI; 

for i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm 1 taufx,so•v[i)/(2 • pi • rl: 1 0,' ',r• fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

2:begin 
append(fileoutm2taufxl; writeln(fileoutm2taufxl; 
append(fileoutm2taufyl; writeln(fileoutm2taufyl; 

for i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufy,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl: 1 0,' ', Fy(i,gc): 1 OI; 

tor i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm2taufx,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl: 1 0,' ',r*fx[i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 

3:begin 
append(fileoutm3taufxl; writeln(fileoutm3taufxl; 
append(fileoutm3taufyl; writeln(fileoutm3taufyl; 

for i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufy,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl: 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc): 1 OI; 

tor i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(fileoutm3taufx,60*v(i)/(2 *pi*rl: 1 0,' ',r•fx(i,gc): 1 OI; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

if pp=S then 
begin 

case model of 
1 :begin 
append(fileoutm1 taufxl; writeln(fileoutm1 taufxl; 
append(fileoutm 1 taufyl; writeln(fileoutm 1 taufyl; 
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tor i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm1 tauty,60•v[i)/(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc): 1 0); 

tor i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm 1 tautx,so•v[i)/(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,gc):1 0); 

end; 

2:begin 
append(tileoutm2tautx); writeln(tileoutm2tautx); 
append(tileoutm2tauty); writeln(tileoutm2tauty); 

tor i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm2tauty,60•v[i)/(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' ', Fy[i,gc): 1 0); 

for i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm2tautx,60 •v[i)/(2 • pi• r): 1 0,' • ,r• tx[i,gc): 1 0); 

end; 

3:begin 
append(tileoutm3taufx); writeln(tileoutm3tautx); 
append(tileoutm3tauty); writeln(tileoutm3tauty); 

tor i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm3tauty,60•v[i)/(2 •pi•r): 1 0,' •• Fy[i,gc): 1 0); 

for i: = 1 to 1 5 do 
writeln(tileoutm3tautx,60•v[i)/(2 •pi• r): 1 0,' ',r•tx[i,gc): 1 0); 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 

procedure model1 2(gc,model:integer); {Fx (Tioss) and Fy calculation tor Model 1 and Model 2} 
var a1,a2,d2,d1 ,Bpo,tw:real; 

i,j,nn :integer; 

begin 
fw: = { (sin(pi•wttau)/(pi•wttau));} 1; 
Mmax: =Br/nuO; 
MO: = 4 • Mmax • (sin(N • pi/2)) •tw/(n• pi); 
M1: =4 •Mmax/pi; 
v[1):=0.1; 

it model = 1 then 
begin 

d2: = -exp(-pi • (2 • g + hm)/tau); 
a2: = -(tau•M 1 • exp(-pi• g/tau)/pi)/((1 + nup) • exp(-2 • pi • g/tau) + d2 • (1-nup)); 
a1: =a2•(exp(-2•pï•gttau) +d2); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/tau; 
tor i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
begin 

Fx[i,gc): = -pp •t•tau• ro • Bpo *Bpo/(v[i) • hh• ((ro/(v[i) • hh)) • (ro/(v(i) *hh)) + (nu0/2) • (nu0/2))); 
Fy[i,gc): =-pp•l•tau•nuO•Bpo•Bpo/(2• ((ro/(v(i]•hh))• (ro/(v[i]•hhll + (nu0/2)• (nu0/2))); 
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v{i+ 1): =vliJ +0.4; 
end; 

gohome(model,gc); 
end; 

it model = 2 then 
begin 
H:=g+hm; 
d1: =-exp(-2•pi•HJtau); 
d2: = -exp(-pi • 2 • (g + hm)/tau); 
a2: =-(tau • M 1 • exp(-pi • g/tau)/pi)/((1 + nup) • exp(-2 • pi• g/tau) + d2 • (1-nup)); 
a1: =a2 • (exp(-2 •pi•gftau) + d2); 
Bpo: = -nuO • a 1 • pi/tau; 
tor i: = 1 to 15 do 
begin 
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Fx[i,gc): = -pp •1•tau• ro• Bpo • Bpo/(v[i) •hh• ((ro/(v[i) •hhW (ro/(v[i) • hh)) + (nuo• (1-d 1 )/2) • (nuo• (1-d1 )/2))); 
Fy[i,gc): = -pp •1•tau •nuo• Bpo • Bpo/(2 • ((ro/(v[i) • hh)) • (ro/(v[i) •hh)) + (nuo• (1-d 1 )/2) • (nuo• (1-d1 )/2))); 

v[i + 1 ): = v[i) + 0.4; 
end; 
gohome(model,gc); 

end; 
end; 

Procedure model3(gc,model:integer); {Fx(Tioss) and Fy calculation tor Model 3} 
var k 1,k2,m01,1ambda21,sigma,k,S,beta,alpha,alpha 1 ,beta 1 ,p,Q,a,b,b2y,b2x:real; 

i,nn:integer; 

begin 
tw: = 1; {(sin(n•pi•wftau)/(n•pi•wftau));} 
Mmax: = Br/nuO; 
MO: =4 • Mmax • (sin(n•pi/2)J•tw/(n•pi); 
H: =g+hm; 

k 1: = exp(2 • pi • H/tau); 
k2: =exp(2•pi•gftau); 
m01: =tau•M1•exp(pi•g/tau)/pi; 
lambda21: = 1/(k2-k1 ); 
sigma: =nup•lambda21 •tk1 +k2); 
nO: = nur• (1 +sigma)+ k2 •nur• (1 -sigma); 
n1: = -(1 +sigma)+ k2 • (1-sigma); 
v[1):=0.1; 
tor i:= 1 to 1 5 do 
begin 
S: = (gama•nuo•nur•v[i) •tau)/pi; 
beta: = sqrt(-0.5 + 0.5 • sqrt(1 + S • S)); 
alpha:=sqrt(1 +beta•beta); 

q: = no•no + 2. alpha•no•n1 + (alpha• alpha + beta• beta)•n1 •n1; 
Fx[i,gc): = -pp• (4 •1•nur•nuO•pi •pi•m01 •m01 •beta)/(tau•q); 
Fy[i,gc): = pp• ( 2 •1• nuO•nur•nur•pi• pi•m01 • m01 /{tau•q) 1• ( 1-(alpha•alpha + beta•beta)/(nur•nur) ); 

depth[i,gc): = sqrt(2 • r/(gama • nuO • nur• v[iJI); 
v[i + 1 ): = v[i) + 0 .4; 
end; 
gohome(model,gc); 
end; 



begin 
ASSIGN(fileoutm 1 taufx, 'a:\taum 1. fx'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm 1 taufy, 'a:\taum 1. fy'); 
ASSIGN (fileoutm2taufx, 'a:\taum2. fx '); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm2taufy, 'a:\taum2. fy'); 
ASSIGN(fileoutm3taufx, 'a:\taum3.fx'); 
ASSIGN (fileoutm3taufy, 'a:\taum3. fy'); 
rewrite(fileoutm 1 taufx); 
rewrite(fileoutm 1 taufy); 
rewrite(fileoutm2taufx); 
rewrite(fileoutm2taufy); 
rewrite(fileoutm3taufx); 
rewrite(fileoutm3taufy); 

write('control = '); 
readln(control); 
while control < > 0 do 
begin 
g: = 1.1 • 1 E-3; 
tor pp: = 1 to 6 do 
begin 
tau: =pi•rtpp; 

tor model:= 1 to 3 do {model loop} 
begin 
case model of 
1,2: model1 2(pp,model); 

3: model3(pp,model); 
end; 

end; 
end; 

write('control = '); 
readln(control); 

close(fileoutm 1 taufx); 
close(fileoutm 1 taufy); 
close(fileoutm2taufx); 
close(fileoutm2taufy); 
close(fileoutm3taufx); 
close(fileoutm3taufy); 
end 
end. 
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